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INTRODUCTION
Housing is one of our most basic human needs. It provides us
shelter, and it may fulfill many other functions for us as well. For example,
we may see our house as an investment, a safe haven, a place to raise a
family, or a symbol of our independence.
Having a house is also associated with being successful or
achieving the “American Dream.” This is demonstrated by the fact that a
large majority of Americans age 45+ own a single family home where they
have lived for many years.1 Americans not only buy houses where they
settle down, they overwhelmingly want to stay in their own home as they
age. More than four in five (83%) Americans age 45+ say they strongly or
somewhat agree that they would like to remain in their current residence
for as long as possible. Even if they need help caring for themselves,
older Americans prefer receiving services that allow them to stay in their
current home (82%).2
Given the growth in our older population, and the extraordinary
costs of providing long-term care services in institutional facilities, we can
reduce our health care costs and help meet people’s expectations by
finding out what they want and need to help them age in place.3 The
purpose of this study is to examine people’s expectations regarding their
home, the community in which they live, and the services that are
available in their community that could help them remain independent,
comfortable, and safe as they grow older.
This report is based on the results of a national telephone survey of
Americans age 45+ conducted by Mathew Greenwald & Associates, Inc.,
on behalf of AARP. AARP developed the questionnaire for the 2003
survey in conjunction with Greenwald & Associates. Respondents were
asked about their current housing situation, modifications older relatives
made to enable them to live comfortably in their home, the importance of

1

Fixing to Stay: a National Survey of Housing and Home Modification Issues, AARP,
May 2000.

2

Fixing to Stay a National Survey of Housing and Home Modification Issues, AARP, May
2000.

3

The Costs of Long-term Care: Public Perceptions Versus Reality, AARP, December
2001.

specific home features, community characteristics, and community
services in their later years. Two sets of attitudinal questions were asked
to enable us to conduct a segmentation analysis.
A total of 2,001 interviews lasting an average of 20 minutes were
conducted by National Research, LLC, in January 2003.4 The margin of
error for this study is plus or minus two percentage points at the 95%
confidence level. This means that 95 times out of 100, a difference
greater or less than two percent would not have occurred by chance.
Subgroup response will have larger margins of error, depending on the
size of the group.

4

Households were selected using a nationwide random digit dialing sample purchased
from Survey Sampling, Inc. People living in assisted living facilities were omitted from
the final sample. The data have been weighted by age and gender to reflect the
national population of Americans age 45+. The weighting applied to the survey data
was designed to retain methodological consistency for longitudinal reporting. A
detailed discussion regarding this strategy is presented in Appendix B. Appendix C
contains the annotated questionnaire.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The psychologist, Erik Erikson, talked about eight stages of life that
“unfold like a rosebud—each petal opens up in a certain time and in a
certain order” over the course of a lifetime. When enmeshed in one stage,
it is very hard to foresee the next. These principles apply when it comes
to planning for housing in the later years of life. It is difficult for consumers
to prepare for the future stages of life when they are embedded in the
present and cannot predict their needs.
In a society where 83% of those age 45+ own their homes, this
inability to foresee the future is a critical issue. While Americans have
given some thought to the living situation they would like to have as they
age, many have not taken into account the potential deterioration of health
and physical ability that may occur in the later years of life. The lack of
forethought does not appear to be intentional; many consumers simply
seem to be in denial regarding the possibility of increasing frailty,
exhibiting what may be an unrealistic sense of optimism about the future.
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THE CONSUMER PERSPECTIVE ON THE FUTURE
Most have a sense of optimism.
Americans age 45+ exhibit a strong, and perhaps unrealistic, sense
of optimism about the future. Three-quarters are at least somewhat
optimistic that they will be in good physical health in their later years, and
as many feel that retirement will be a very rewarding time of life. Close to
two-thirds are at least somewhat optimistic that they will always be able to
drive. Most of those in this survey also consider themselves to be in at
least good health—less than one in six say otherwise.
Figure 1: Optimism About Physical Health in Later Years
"How optimistic or pessimistic are you that you will be in good
physical health in your later years?"

Very optimistic
31%
Somewhat
optimistc
44%

Don't know
3%
Very pessimistc
5% Somewhat
pesssimistic
9%

Neither
8%

Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Americans age 45+ are also optimistic when it comes to their
finances, with three-quarters expressing at least some optimism that they
will have enough money to take care of basic expenses through the rest of
their lives and two-thirds anticipating that they will have enough money to
do whatever they want in their later years. However, Americans 45+ are
less apt to be optimistic about having enough money to pay for long-term
care. This may be consistent with a lack of planning.
Figure 2: Optimism About Having Enough Money
To Do What You Want in Later Years and Pay for Long-Term Care
"How optimistic or pessimistic are you that you will have
enough money...?"
To do what you want in later years
To pay for long-term care
44%
32%
24%

21%

18%
8%

10%

13%

15%
9%
3%

Very
optimistic

Somewhat
optimistc

Neither

Somewhat
pesssimistic

Very
pessimistc

4%

Don't know/
Refused

Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Most believe in planning, but fewer follow through in planning for their
future living situation.
Most Americans age 45+ respect the importance of planning for the
future. The large majority believe that they are planners, and three in four
believe that they are knowledgeable about the options for housing and the
associated costs as they get older. However, many do not appear to
follow through in actually planning for their future housing needs.
Figure 3: Agreement With Statement: I Consider Myself a Planner
"Please tell me if you agree or disagree with the statement:
I consider myself a planner?"

Somewhat agree
37%
Strongly agree
49%

Somewhat
disagree
9%
Strongly
disagree
5%

Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Just one-third each have given a great deal of thought to the home
or community where they would like to live in their later years. An
additional three in ten have given some thought to these subjects. Six in
ten have given a great deal or some thought to the kinds of services they
might need to help them live comfortably in their home.
Figure 4: Thought Given to Planning for Future Housing Situation
"How much thought, if any, have you given to the...?"
Home where you would like to live in your later years
Community where you would like to live in your later years
Kinds of services you might need to help you live comfortably in your home
33%

36%

33%
28%

28%
24%

23%
14%

A great deal

24%

20%

Some

19%

14%

A little

None

Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Most rely on family support, but do not want to be dependent.
For many, family will play an important role later in life. Eight in ten
agree that it is important to live near children and grandchildren, with half
strongly agreeing.
Over two-thirds agree that they will be able to rely on family and
friends to help them with tasks that will allow them to stay at home in the
future. However, when asked if they are counting on their children to take
care of them, almost two-thirds disagree.
Figure 5: Agreement With Statements About Reliance
on Family Support
"Please tell me if you agree or disagree with the statements:"
When I get older, I will be able to rely on family or friends to help me with tasks
that will allow me to stay in my home. (a)
I am counting on my children to help take care of me when I get older.(b)
42%
35%

33%

24%

22%
16%

15%

11%
1%

Strongly agree

Somewhat
agree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
disagree

1%

Don't know

Base: (a) All respondents (n=2,001); (b) Respondents with children (n=1,661)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Most think they will be able to stay in their home, but fewer envision
modifying it.
Three-quarters of Americans 45+ believe that they will be able to
stay in their current home for the rest of their lives. Interestingly, this belief
increases with age. However, only about half (51%) of owners anticipate
that they will need to change their home as they age.
Figure 6: Likelihood of Being Able to Stay in Current Home by Age
"How likely do you think it is that you will be able to stay in
your current home for the rest of your life?"
All respondents

56%

54%

Ages 45-54

Ages 55-64

Age 65+

61%

47%

28%
21% 22% 22% 21%

19%

19%
10%
4% 2% 3%

Very likely

Somewhat likely

Not likely

7%

Don't know

Base: All respondents (n=2,001); ages 45-54 (n=763); ages 55-64 (n=491);
age 65+ (n=711)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003

This drop off in planning for home modification may be due to the
fact that few of those with living parents or in-laws, only three in ten,
witness their older relatives making such changes. Only one in eight
believe that they have any relatives who need to make such changes.
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HOW CONSUMERS RATE HOME FEATURES
Floor plan and safety are perceived as most important home features to
support aging in place.
When asked how important selected home features will be to them
as they age, nearly nine in ten say having a bedroom or a full bathroom on
the main floor will be important, and three-quarters want a garage or
covered parking.
Safety-related features are also identified as important: more than
three-quarters each say it is important to have non-slip floor surfaces,
bathroom aids such as grab bars or a bathing stool, a personal alert
system to call for help in emergencies, and an entrance without steps.
An entrance without steps could be important to people with limited
mobility or dexterity. Other housing features geared toward people with
limited mobility or dexterity tend to be rated less important. These include
wider doorways, lever-handled doorknobs, and easier to reach outlets and
switches.
Figure 7: Top-Rated Housing Features
"How important do you think each of these home features will
be to you in your later years, regardless of whether you
currently have the feature?"
Very important
Full bath on the main level

73%

Bedroom on the main level
Easily usable climate controls
Non-slip floor surfaces

Somewhat important

70%
50%
53%

(88%)

15%
17%
33%
27%

(87%)
(83%)
(80%)

Bathroom aids

46%

33%

(79%)

Personal alert system

45%

34%

(79%)

Entrance without steps
Garage or covered parking

42%
52%

35%
24%

(77%)
(76%)

Note: Total percentage may not equal sum of components due to rounding.
Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Grab bars and personal alert systems are the changes most likely to be in
demand.
Consumers tend to have the floor plan features they consider to be
important. For example, three-quarters or more each report having a full
bathroom on the main floor, a bedroom on the main floor, and a garage or
covered parking.
However, fewer have the safety related features that they deem
important. For example, eight in ten believe that a personal alert system
is important, but only one in eight have such a system. While another
eight in ten feel that bathroom aids are important, only about one-third
have them in their homes.
Figure 8: Importance Versus Availability of
Top-Rated Housing Features
"How important do you think each of these home features will
be to you in your later years, regardless of whether you
currently have the feature?/ Does your home currently have
the following feature?"
Consider feature important

Have feature

Full bath on the main level

88%
85%

Bedroom on the main level

87%
83%

Easily usable climate controls

83%
86%
80%

Non-slip floor surfaces

54%
79%

Bathroom aids
Personal alert system
Entrance without steps
Garage or covered parking

32%
79%
13%
77%
37%
76%
75%

Note: Total percentage may not equal sum of components due to rounding.
Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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HOW CONSUMERS RATE COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS
Most live in communities that have features that are important to them.
One factor behind consumers’ interest in staying in their home may
be the fact that the community they live in provides the features and
resources they need. Safe neighborhoods are considered to be highly
important by more Americans age 45+ than any other community feature;
nearly all (97%) say they are very or somewhat important. The other
aspects that at least eight in ten find important are proximity to a hospital,
their doctor’s office, a place of worship, a shopping center, a grocery
store, and a drug store.
Figure 9: Top-Rated Community Characteristics
"How important do you think having each of these features
located in your community will be to you in your later years?"
Very important

Somewhat important

Safe neighborhoods
Hospital

Place to worship
Shopping center
Nearby grocery store
Nearby drug store
Sidewalks

18%

76%

Your doctors' offices

64%

55%
50%
55%

(94%)
(92%)

21%

71%

49%

(97%)

8%

88%

22%
35%
28%
30%
23%

(87%)
(84%)
(83%)
(80%)
(78%)

Note: Total percentage may not equal sum of components due to rounding.
Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003

Over nine in ten say they live in safe neighborhoods and they live
close to a place where they can worship. But Americans age 45+ indicate
that there is a gap in access to other important community characteristics.
In particular, notably fewer say their community has a hospital, their
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doctors’ offices, a grocery store, or a drug store nearby than say these
features are important.
HOW CONSUMERS RATE COMMUNITY SERVICES
Individual care services are of least importance to Americans.
The services consumers view as important are more likely to relate
to errands and chores than to individual care. Transportation and
maintenance services are the highly rated errand and chore services.
Specifically, more than eight in ten find door-to-door transportation
services to be very or somewhat important. Three-quarters find outdoor
maintenance services to be important, while two-thirds think accessible
public transportation will be important.
Seven in ten feel that a health monitoring service will be important.
Fewer consider the availability of other individual care services such as
home delivered meals, a personal care service for bathing or dressing, or
a friendly visitor service to be important. These findings continue to
suggest that Americans are less focused on the issues that they may face
in the later years of their life than on the next five or 10 years of their life.
Figure 10: Top-Rated Community Services
"How important do you think each of these community
services will be to you in your later years?"
Very important
Door-to-door transportation
Outdoor maintenance service
Health monitoring service
Accessible public transportation
Home delivered meals

Somewhat important

52%
41%
34%
38%
34%

(82%)

30%
33%
36%
29%
33%

(74%)
(70%)
(67%)
(67%)

Note: Total percentage may not equal sum of components due to rounding.
Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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A fair number have access to community services offered to the aging.
Respondents say some of these services are currently available in
their community. Two-thirds report access to door-to-door transportation
services and home delivered meals. Half have outdoor maintenance
services in their communities, and close to half live near accessible public
transportation services.
Although fewer have access to a light home repair service,
contractors who specialize in home modifications, or a friendly visitor
service, these services are somewhat less important to most people.
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THE CONSUMER PROFILES
Six segments emerge, defined by three consumer characteristics.
While this study explores the general views of Americans age 45+,
it also explores the diversity of groups likely to have unique reactions to
housing issues. Generally, how consumers prepare for future housing
needs is found to be driven by three dimensions of consumers’
characteristics:
•

Optimism about the future

•

Planning orientation

•

Connectedness to friends and relatives

Based on these three types of characteristics, six different segment
groups emerge:
Prepareds (21% of sample).5 This is the group for whom
everything is going right. They are the most optimistic about their future
and are planning for it. This group is more knowledgeable about housing
options than any other segment. Prepareds have a support system of
family members and friends living nearby. They also tend to have higher
income levels than other groups.
Independents (25% of sample). This group, like Prepareds, is
optimistic about the future. However, their optimism stems from having
the financial resources to handle the future and the determination to
maintain their independence rather than from having a fully rounded
support system in place. They tend to have higher income than others.
Reliants (20% of sample). Reliants are moderate planners,
perhaps because they have a network of family and friends upon which
they can depend as they age. Because of this they are generally
optimistic about the future. They tend to be older than most other
segments.

5

By chance, the population age 45+ are distributed so that two-thirds are members of
the relationship-based segments and one-third are members of the other segments.
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Dependents (12% of sample). The key hope of this group is the
ability to rely on others, since they are pessimistic about having the
financial resources to provide for themselves. Despite a lack of resources,
Dependents do some planning. They tend to have lower than average
income and are younger than most other segments.
Fatalists (11% of sample). This group can be characterized by a
sense of isolation and despair. They do not plan for the future because
they do not want to think about growing old. They have only limited
optimism about their financial future, and while they would like to rely on
others for support, their current lack of a support network is likely to follow
as they age. This group is more likely than others to be over age 75.
Unprepareds (11% of sample). This group has a lot going against
them. They are not planners and are pessimistic about retirement. They
do not have support relationships to help them overcome financial
challenges, and do not have the income to tackle these challenges.
Figure 11: Selected Planning Characteristics of Consumer Groups
Percentage agreeing with the statements
Prepareds

Independents

Reliants

Dependents

Fatalists

Unprepareds
98%
90%
84%
89%
88%

I consider myself
a planner.
60%

It is pointless to plan for
my future housing situation
until specific needs arise.

22%
29%
70%
44%
67%
47%

Base: Prepareds (n=411); Independents (n=474); Reliants (n=388); Dependents (n=227)
Fatalists (n=202); Unprepareds (n=220)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Relationship-based segments tend to be more likely to think they can age
in place.
Prepareds and Reliants are more likely than other groups to report
that they will be able to stay in their current home for the rest of their lives,
not surprising given their possible dependence on others in their current
neighborhood. Dependents, however, are no more likely than average to
feel they will be able to stay in their current home, perhaps because of the
higher prevalence of women in this segment. Unprepareds are the least
likely to think they will be able to live out their lives in their current home.
The two youngest groups, the Unprepareds and Dependents, are
the most likely to say they would need to make changes to their home in
order to live comfortably as they age. For Unprepareds, these changes
may make the difference between remaining in their current residence or
having to move.
Figure 12: Selected Relationship Characteristics
of Consumer Groups
Percentage agreeing with statements
Prepareds

Independents

Reliants

Dependents

When I get older, I will
be able to rely on family
or friends to help me
with tasks that will allow
me to stay in my home.

Fatalists

Unprepareds
92%

45%
87%
80%
63%
32%
40%

I am counting on my
children to help take
care of me when I
get older.

3%
55%
50%
30%
14%

Base: Prepareds (n=411); Independents (n=474); Reliants (n=388); Dependents (n=227)
Fatalists (n=202); Unprepareds (n=220)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Relationship-based segments find housing and community characteristics
important.
Preferences for housing modifications differ by segment
membership. Dependents place the most importance on housing
modifications for later life, although Prepareds follow closely. Reliants,
Independents, and Fatalists tend to place less importance on these
features. Unprepareds are somewhat less likely than others to report that
they have these modifications already, perhaps because they are
younger.
Fatalists and Independents are less likely than others to place
value on the importance of various community resources. Among
Fatalists, this may be due to their despair and avoidance of planning.
Independents place less importance on social contact. However,
Prepareds are most likely to report having these features actually
available them.
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Segments anticipating poorer health in retirement place importance on
community services.
Dependents and Unprepareds are far more likely to place
importance on having services available for the elderly in their
neighborhoods to help with chores, transportation, and individual care.
These segments may rate the importance of these services highly
because they are less optimistic about their health than are other
segments. Moreover, Dependents may realistically view these as respite
alternatives to family care. In contrast, Independents are less likely to
place importance on these services, despite not having a network of family
and friends to provide them.
Figure 13: Selected Future Expectations of Consumer Groups
Percentage agreeing with statements
Prepareds

Independents

Reliants

Dependents

Fatalists

Unprepareds
96%
91%
85%

Retirement will be/is
a very satisfying period
in your life.

43%
79%
33%

You will be in good
physical health in your
later years.

92%
84%
88%
31%
78%
56%

Base: Prepareds (n=411); Independents (n=474); Reliants (n=388); Dependents (n=227)
Fatalists (n=202); Unprepareds (n=220)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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CONCLUSIONS
In general, Americans 45+ are optimistic about the future in terms
of their physical health, their financial status, and their housing situation. It
is encouraging that large proportions of the 45+ population recognize the
importance of key home features, community characteristics, and
community services that can maximize their comfort and safety in their
later years.
Nonetheless, there may still be cause for concern. For example,
the probability of being poor at some point in old age remains high, and
many people underestimate the costs associated with aging; similarly,
respondents’ views may reflect unrealistic expectations about their
physical abilities as they grow older.
There also appears to be some disconnect between what people
say and what they do, or anticipate doing. For example, almost all
respondents say it is likely that they will be able to stay in their current
home for the rest of their life, but only about half anticipate they will need
to make changes to their home as they age. Another example is that the
majority of respondents say they are “planners,” however fewer have
given a great deal of thought to the home features or community
characteristics they will need in their later years.
Turning to the three specific areas we examined (home, community
characteristics and community services), we find that:
•

Most Americans 45+ value home features that can help ensure
they have a safe and comfortable home environment. However,
our gap analysis identified several items people value, but do
not currently have. These items could be added to existing
homes relatively easily (lever door handles, repositioned outlets
and switches, home and personal security systems). This
suggests a need to educate consumers on the availability and
relative ease of installing home features that can help them
remain independent as they age.
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•

Community characteristics may be more difficult to change than
home features. Furthermore, it is not feasible to have a
hospital, doctor’s offices, drug stores and grocery stores in
every neighborhood. Therefore it is important to have userfriendly public and private transportation systems available in
our communities for the 50+ population to help them gain
access to nearby facilities.

•

Perhaps our biggest challenge is ensuring that home and
community services are available and that people know about
them. There is a clear need to inform consumers about
services offered in their community, and to provide easy access
to information when a need for services arises.

Finally, the attitudinal segments identified in this study provide
insight into consumer characteristics that drive how people prepare for
future housing needs. These insights could be used to develop
informational materials tailored to specific attitudinal segments.
It would be beneficial to develop and test educational and social
marketing materials targeted to different attitudinal segments. This
would enable us to determine how successful the materials are in
creating behavioral changes such as increasing planning for future
housing needs, or making specific home modifications that are almost
universally needed by people in their later years (e.g., installing grab
bars and other bathroom aids). If we can create these types of
behavioral changes, we can create smoother life transitions and fewer
life crises.
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DETAILED REPORT OF FINDINGS
CURRENT HOUSING AMONG AMERICANS 45+
Homeownership continues to remain high among people age 45+.6
Today, more than eight in ten of people age 45+ say they own their own
home. Most live in a single-family home, but very small proportions live in
a mobile home or a semi-detached home, such as a townhouse,
rowhouse or duplex. Just one in ten live in a multi-unit building, such as
an apartment building, and less than one percent of respondents report
they live in some other type of housing. (See Figure 14.)
Figure 14: Type of Housing
"Which of the following type of home do you live in?"
Single-family
detached home

78%

Multi-unit building

9%

Mobile home

7%

Semi-detached
home

Other

6%

*

* Less than 0.5%
Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003

6

Fixing to Stay: a National Survey of Housing and Home Modification Issues, AARP,
May 2000.
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Home ownership varies by age, household income, and marital
status. For example, people age 55 and older are more likely to say they
own their home (85%) than are people age 45-54 (79%). Not surprisingly,
home ownership increases sharply as household income rises (see Figure
15), and married people are more likely to own homes (91%) than are
those who are not married (71%).
Figure 15: Home Ownership by Household Income
"Do you rent or own your primary place of residence?"
Own

62%

Less than $20,000

33%
79%

$20,000-$39,999

18%
88%

$40,000-$69,999

$70,000 or more

Rent

11%
94%
6%

Base: Respondents less than $20,000 (n=318); $20,000-$39,999 (n=409);
$40,000-$69,999 (n=446); $70,000+ (n=450)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Home ownership also varies by perceived health status, and
regional location. People who rate their health as excellent or good are
more likely to be homeowners than those who rate their health as fair or
poor. (See Figure 16.) South-easterners7 aged 45+ (88%) and Southwesterners (85%) are more likely than those who live in the West (80%) or
Northeast (78%) to be homeowners.
Figure 16: Home Ownership by Perceived Health Status
"Do you rent or own your primary place of residence?"
Own

Excellent or very
good

Rent
87%

11%
82%

Good
15%
72%

Fair or poor
25%

Base: Respondents in excellent/very good health (n=1,219); good health (n=450);
fair/poor health (n=322)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003

7

AARP regions are defined as follows: Northeast (Connecticut, Delaware,
Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, and Vermont), Southeast (Alabama, District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia,
Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, and West Virginia), Midwest (Iowa,
Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, North Dakota, Nebraska, Ohio, South
Dakota, and Wisconsin), Southwest (Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri,
Mississippi, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Texas), and West (Alaska,
Arizona, California, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and
Wyoming).
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People who live in single-family homes tend to be married rather
than not married. (See Figure 17.) They also tend to have household
incomes of $40,000 or more (50%) rather than lower incomes (31%).
(Twenty percent either did not know or preferred not to state their income.)
Conversely, those who live in multi-unit buildings are predominantly not
married rather than married, have incomes less than $40,000 (55%) rather
than higher incomes (26%), and are female (63%) rather than male (37%).
Figure 17: Marital Status by Type of Housing

Not
married
32%

Married
67%

Married
27%

Not
married
73%

Single-family Homes

Multi-unit Buildings

Base: Respondents living in single-family homes (n=1,560); in multi-unit buildings
(n=182)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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FUTURE HOUSING EXPECTATIONS AMONG AMERICANS 45+
It is reasonable to expect that housing needs evolve over time as
people age and their physical and emotional needs change. In this light, it
is encouraging that more than eight in ten consider themselves to be
planners. Perhaps because they are rapidly approaching a life change,
people ages 55 to 64 are more likely than those age 65 and older to
strongly agree they are planners. Those further away from retirement,
ages 45 to 54, are more likely older people to somewhat agree that they
are planners. (See Figure 18).
Figure 18: Planning Orientation by Age
"Do you agree or disagree with the following statement:
I consider myself a planner."
All respondents

Ages 45-54

Ages 55-64

Ages 65+

55%
49%

46%

49%
37%

42%
32% 34%

9% 9% 8% 10%

Strongly agree

Somewhat agree

Somewhat
disagree

5% 4% 4% 5%

Strongly disagree

Base: All respondents (n=2,001); ages 45-54 (n=763); ages 55-64 (n=491);
age 65+ (n=711)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Ideally, this orientation could help prepare them to address their
changing housing needs. Indeed, six in ten people age 45+ say they have
given a great deal or some thought to:
•

where they would like to live in their later years

•

the community where they would like to live

•

the kinds of services they might need to help them live
comfortably in their later years.

Figure 19: Thought Given to Planning for Future Housing Situation
"How much thought, if any, have you given to the...?"
Home where you would like to live in your later years
Community where you would like to live in your later years
Kinds of services you might need to help you live comfortably in your home
33%

36%

33%
28%

28%
24%

23%
14%

A great deal

24%

20%

Some

19%

14%

A little

None

Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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It is clear from the survey results, however, that many people have
difficulty visualizing their housing needs beyond the next stage of their life,
and that planning for future housing needs may become more difficult as
people age. More than eight in ten Americans ages 45 to 64 and 65 and
over agree that they are planners. But while the majority of those 45 to 64
disagree with the statement “It is pointless to plan for my future housing
situation until specific needs arise,” the majority of those 65 and older
agree with it. (See Figure 20.) Therefore, while some may look ahead to
changing needs over their life course, most probably do not.
Figure 20: Housing Planning Orientation by Age
"Do you agree or disagree with the following statement:
It is pointless to plan for my future housing situation until
specific needs arise."
All respondents

Ages 45-54

Ages 55-64

Ages 65+
39%

37%

33%
26%
19%

29%
25%

22%

25%

22% 23% 23%

23%
19%

15% 14%

Strongly agree

Somewhat agree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly disagree

Base: All respondents (n=2,001); ages 45-54 (n=763); ages 55-64 (n=491);
age 65+ (n=711)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Ability to Stay in Current Home
Three in four people age 45+ say it is very or somewhat likely they
will be able to stay in their current home for the rest of their life. Only one
in ten each think it is either not too likely or not at all likely that they will be
able to stay in their current home for the rest of their life. (See Figure 21.)
Figure 21: Perceived Likelihood of Being Able
to Stay in Current Home
"How likely do you think it is that you will be able to stay in
your current home for the rest of your life?"
54%

21%

Very likely

Somewhat likely

9%

10%

Not too likely

Not at all likely

Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Perceived ability to age in place is higher among older Americans
than among younger Americans (see Figure 22.), among more highly
education than less educated (78% some college or less vs. 72% college
graduates), and among married individuals than unmarried individuals
(79% married vs. 72% not married). Not surprisingly, people’s likelihood
of estimating their ability to age in place as they grow older is also
considerably higher among homeowners than among renters. (See
Figure 23.)
Figure 22: Perceived Likelihood of Being Able
to Stay in Current Home by Age
"How likely do you think it is that you will be able to stay in
your current home for the rest of your life?"
56%

61%

Ages 45-54

Ages 55-64

Ages 65+

47%
22%

Very likely

22%

21%

13%

Somewhat likely

10%

15%
5%

Not too likely

9%

5%

Not at all likely

Base: Ages 45-54 (n=629); ages 55-64 (n=429); age 65+ (n=618)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003

Figure 23: Perceived Likelihood of Being Able
to Stay in Current Home by Home Ownership
"How likely do you think it is that you will be able to stay in
your current home for the rest of your life?"
Own

58%

Rent

33%
23%

Very likely

16%

Somewhat likely

26%

19%
8%

Not too likely

7%

Not at all likely

Base: Owners (n=1,664); renters (n=291)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Homeownership provides people greater freedom to make changes
to their home. However, owners are evenly divided on whether they need
to make changes to live comfortably in their home as they age.8 Onequarter each think it is it is very or somewhat likely that they will need to
make changes. Roughly half think it is not likely they will need to make
changes, with almost one-quarter each saying they are not too likely or not
at all likely. (See Figure 24.)
Figure 24: Perceived Likelihood of Needing to Make Changes
to Current Home
"How likely do you think it is that you will need to make
changes to your home to be able to live there comfortably as
you age?"
27%
24%

Very likely

22%

Somewhat likely

Not too likely

24%

Not at all likely

Base: Homeowners (n=1,710)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003

8

For the purposes of the survey, “living comfortably” was defined for respondents as
having the conveniences that allow you to meet your needs.
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Perceiving the need to make changes to their home is associated
with age, household income, education, and health status. For example,
homeowners between the ages of 45 and 54 years are more likely to say it
is very or somewhat likely they will need to make changes to their home to
be able to live there comfortably as they age than are those age 65 and
older. (See Figure 25.)
Figure 25: Perceived Likelihood of Needing to Make Changes
to Current Home by Age
"How likely do you think it is that you will need to make
changes to your home to be able to live there comfortably as
you age?"
Ages 45-54

Ages 55-64

Age 65+
35%

32%
28%
22%

30%
24%

20%

20%

23%

23%

21%
15%

Very likely

Somewhat likely

Not too likely

Not at all likely

Base: Homeowners ages 45-54 (n=629); ages 55-64 (n=429); age 65+ (n=618)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003

Since older people tend to live in older homes, it is ironic that they
are less likely to say they will need to make changes to their home to be
able to live comfortably than younger people. Older homes typically need
greater maintenance and more modification to make them comfortable for
older adults.
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Homeowners who have annual household incomes of less than
$20,000 say it is very likely they will need to make changes to their home
more often than do people with annual household incomes of $20,000 or
more (33% vs. 23%). Those who have a high school education or less are
also more likely than those with some college education or more to say
they are very likely to need to make changes to their home (27% vs. 22%).
People who rate their health status as fair or poor are more likely to
say they will need to make changes to their home to live there comfortably
than people who rate their health status as excellent or very good. (See
Figure 26.)
Figure 26: Perceived Likelihood of Needing to Make Changes
to Current Home by Perceived Health Status
"How likely do you think it is that you will need to make
changes to your home to be able to live there comfortably as
you age?"
Excellent or very good

Good

Fair or poor

32%
26%
21%

Very likely

28%

28%

27%
21%

Somewhat likely

22%

24%
21%

Not too likely

20%

20%

Not at all likely

Base: Homeowners in excellent/very good health (n=1,079); good health (n=382);
fair/poor health (n=241)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Experience of Older Relatives
Since we often base our opinions on the experience of those we
know, we asked our respondents with living parents, stepparents, or
parents-in-law about the experience of their older relatives. Two-thirds
say their older relatives have not made changes to their home to help
them live comfortably. (See Figure 27.) Furthermore, eight in ten say
they do not think their relatives need to make changes in their home in
order to be comfortable. (See Figure 28.)
Figure 27: Modifications Made to Older Relative’s Home
"Have any of your older relatives made any changes to their
home to help them to live comfortably?"
Don't know
3%
No
66%

Yes
31%

Base: Respondents with living parents, stepparents, or parents-in-law (n=987)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Figure 28: Perception of Older Relatives Need to Make Home
Modifications to Live Comfortably
"Do any of your older relatives who have not made changes
to their home currently need to do so in order to live
comfortably?"
Don't know
5%
No
80%

Yes
15%

Base: Respondents with living parents, stepparents, or parents-in-law (n=987)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003

Experience with older relatives making or needing to make changes
to their home to live comfortably is associated with age. (See Figure 29.)
The experience of older relatives needing to make changes but not having
made them is more likely to be reported by African Americans (31%) and
Hispanics (33%) than by non-Hispanic Whites (13%).
Figure 29: Modifications to Older Relative’s Home by Age
Percentage saying yes
Ages 45-54
40%
30%

Ages 55-64

Age 65+

34%
24%

25%
17%

20%

12%

10%

8%

0%
Have any of your older relatives
made any changes to their home
to help them to live comfortably?

Do any of your older relatives
who have not made changes to
their home currently need to do
so in order to live comfortably?

Base: Respondents with living parents, stepparents, or parents-in-law ages 45-54
(n=628); ages 45-54 (n=268); age 65+ (n=75)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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FACTORS SUPPORTING AGING-IN-PLACE
The ability to remain in your home as you get older depends upon
many factors. These factors include one’s personal circumstances, such
as health, mobility, and family support, as well as structural characteristics
of the home, community, and services available.
In this study, we are especially interested in looking at the home,
the community in which it is located, and the services that are available
within the community that support people who need assistance as they
grow older.
Planning for Later Years
Earlier it was noted that six in ten people (61% each) age 45+ have
given a great deal or some thought to the home and community where
they would like to live their later years. Some people are more likely to
have thought about the house or community where they would like to live
their later years than others. In particular, those who are ages 45 to 64,
regardless of gender, are more likely than those who are older to say they
have given thought to their home and community needs. Moreover, those
with household incomes of $70,000 or more are more apt than those with
lower incomes to say they have given thought to these two issues. (See
Figures 30 and 31.)
Seeing the experience of older relatives makes a difference in the
amount of thought people give to their future housing needs, as does
uncertainty about their future living arrangements. People who say their
older relatives have made or need to make changes are more likely than
those who do not to say they have thought about their future needs.
Likewise, the likelihood of saying one has thought about the home or
community for later years increases as the perceived likelihood of being
able to stay in one’s current home decreases.
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Figure 30: Thought Given to Home For Later Years
by Selected Characteristics
“How much thought, if any, have you given to the home where you would
like to live in your later years?”

Age
45-54 years
55-64 years
65 and older
Gender
Male
Female
Household Income
Under $20,000
$20,000-$39,999
$40,000-$69,999
$70,000 or more
Education
High school or less
Some college
College graduate
Race/Ethnicity
Non-Hispanic White
African American
Hispanic
Perceived Health Status
Excellent or very good
Good
Fair or poor
Older Relatives Made/Need to
Make Changes
Yes
No
Perceived Likelihood of Being
Able to Stay in Current Home
Very likely
Somewhat likely
Not likely

Base
Size

A Great Deal or
Some Thought

Little or No
Thought

763
491
711

67%
64%
51%

32
35
47

916
1,085

60%
61%

39
37

318
409
446
450

57%
56%
60%
73%

42
43
39
26

715
574
701

55%
60%
67%

43
39
32

1,723
113
73

61%
70%
50%

38
30
47

1,219
450
322

62%
60%
57%

37
38
42

377
610

76%
59%

24
41

1,090
430
387

56%
67%
72%

43
33
28

Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Figure 31: Thought Given to Community for Later Years
by Selected Characteristics
“How much thought, if any, have you given to the community where you
would like to live in your later years?”

Age
45-54 years
55-64 years
65 and older
Gender
Male
Female
Household Income
Under $20,000
$20,000-$39,999
$40,000-$69,999
$70,000 or more
Education
High school or less
Some college
College graduate
Race/Ethnicity
Non-Hispanic White
African American
Hispanic
Perceived Health Status
Excellent or very good
Good
Fair or poor
Older Relatives Made/Need to
Make Changes
Yes
No
Perceived Likelihood of Being
Able to Stay in Current Home
Very likely
Somewhat likely
Not likely

Base
Size

A Great Deal or
Some Thought

Little or No
Thought

763
491
711

64%
62%
56%

35
37
41

916
1,085

60%
62%

39
36

318
409
446
450

58%
57%
60%
70%

39
42
39
29

715
574
701

53%
61%
69%

44
38
31

1,723
113
73

61%
66%
49%

37
33
49

1,219
450
322

61%
62%
59%

38
36
39

377
610

74%
57%

26
42

1,090
430
387

54%
72%
70%

44
27
30

Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Six in ten Americans are have also given at least some thought to
the kinds of services they might need to help them live comfortably in their
home during their later years. People between the ages of 55 and 64 are
more likely than those who are older to have given thought to these
services, and women are more likely than men to have thought about
them. (See Figure 32.) In fact, women ages 55 to 64 are more likely than
any other age and gender group to say they have thought about this issue.
Again, the experience of older relatives makes a difference when it
comes to thinking about future services needs. People who say their older
relatives have made or need to make changes are more likely than those
who do not to say they have thought about what services they might need
to help them live comfortably in their home in the future.
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Figure 32: Thought Given to Services Needed in Later Years
by Selected Characteristics
“How much thought, if any, have you given to the kinds of services you
might need to help you live comfortably in your home during your later
years?”

Age
45-54 years
55-64 years
65 and older
Gender
Male
Female
Household Income
Under $20,000
$20,000-$39,999
$40,000-$69,999
$70,000 or more
Education
High school or less
Some college
College graduate
Race/Ethnicity
Non-Hispanic White
African American
Hispanic
Perceived Health Status
Excellent or very good
Good
Fair or poor
Older Relatives Made/Need to
Make Changes
Yes
No
Perceived Likelihood of Being
Able to Stay in Current Home
Very likely
Somewhat likely
Not likely

Base
Size

A Great Deal or
Some Thought

Little or No
Thought

763
491
711

60%
64%
56%

39
35
41

916
1,085

56%
62%

42
37

318
409
446
450

59%
58%
60%
62%

40
40
39
37

715
574
701

55%
59%
64%

42
40
35

1,723
113
73

59%
74%
58%

40
25
39

1,219
450
322

57%
61%
63%

42
36
34

377
610

73%
52%

26
47

1,090
430
387

55%
69%
62%

43
30
37

Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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One-third of people age 45+ admit they like to avoid thinking about
getting older, even if it means delaying planning for their later years (34%).
A flexible outlook could also translate into a “what will be, will be” attitude;
more than half think they can be happy living in almost any kind of house
or apartment (54%). Even though most older Americans are not doing
significant planning for their future housing, most consider themselves to
be knowledgeable about options for housing as they get older, including
their costs (74%).
Expectations About Finances and Retirement
Americans are optimistic about retirement in general. Threequarters each feel that retirement will be a very satisfying period of their
life and that they will have enough money to take care of basic expenses
for the rest of their life. (See Figure 33.) Two-thirds think they will have
enough money to do what they want in their later years (68%). More than
half believe they will have enough money to pay for long-term care if they
should need it during their later years (53%).
Figure 33: Optimism About Retirement and Having Enough Money
for Basic Expenses
"How optimistic or pessimistic are you...?"
That retirement will be/is a very satisfying period in your life
That you will have enough money to take care of your basic expenses through the
rest of your life
44%

43%
31%

32%

8%

Very optimistic

Somewhat
optimistic

6%

Neither

8%

10%

Somewhat
pessimistic

5%

7%

Very
pessimistic

Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Expectations About Health and Mobility
Three-quarters of survey respondents are optimistic about their
future physical health. Almost two-thirds are optimistic that they will
always be able to drive. Two in ten or fewer are pessimistic about each of
these health and mobility issues. (See Figure 34.)
Figure 34: Optimism About Physical Health and Ability to Drive
in Later Years
"How optimistic or pessimistic are you…?"
That you will be in good physical health in your later years
That you will always be able to drive
44%
39%
31%
25%

8%

Very optimistic

Somewhat
optimistic

11%

Neither

13%
9%
5%

Somewhat
pessimistic

6%

Very
pessimistic

Note: 2% of respondents have never driven
Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003

The fact that most people age 45+ anticipate having good health
and are optimistic they will always be able to drive suggests they may not
see their future health and mobility status as being much different from
what it is today. This high degree of optimism may or may not be realistic
and may impact their ability to age in place.
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Reliance on Friends and Family
Given the high degree of optimism about their ability to remain
healthy and mobile, it is not surprising that people age 45+ see their
friends and family as able to support their ability to age in place. In fact,
two-thirds of Americans age 45+ believe they will be able to rely on family
or friends to help them with tasks that will allow them to stay in their home
(68%). However, most do not wish to be dependent on their families; only
one-third of those with children report they are counting on their children to
take care of them when they get older (35%). (See Figure 35.) More than
twice as many say it is important for them to live near their children in their
later years (81%).
Figure 35: Agreement With Statements About Reliance on Family
Support
"Please tell me if you agree or disagree with the statements:"
When I get older, I will be able to rely on family or friends to help me with tasks
that will allow me to stay in my home. (a)
I am counting on my children to help take care of me when I get older.(b)
42%
35%

33%

24%

22%
16%

15%

11%
1%

Strongly agree

Somewhat
agree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
disagree

1%

Don't know

Base: (a) All respondents (n=2,001); (b) Respondents with children (n=1,661)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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THE HOME
We identified thirteen housing features that maximize one’s ability
to be independent, safe, and secure in their home. While these
characteristics may be helpful at any age, they are especially important in
the later years as people begin to experience reduced eyesight, poorer
balance, reduced flexibility, and less ability to go up and down stairs.
These features are also important for those who plan to have visitors who
may also experience sensory deficits associated with age.
The importance of these housing features may vary among
individuals; however, two types of housing characteristics rate especially
high. These characteristics are the floor plan and safety features. For
example, having a full-bath on the first floor (88%) and having a bedroom
on the first floor (87%) are rated as very important or somewhat important
to almost nine out of ten people. Similarly, safety features such as nonslip floor surfaces (80%), bathroom aides such as grab bars or a stool for
bathing (79%), and a personal alert system that allows people to call for
help in emergencies (79%) are rated very important or somewhat
important for approximately eight in ten people age 45+. (See Figure 36.)
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Figure 36: Housing Features
"How important do you think each of these home features
will be to you in your later years, regardless of whether you
currently have the feature?"
Very important

Somewhat important

Full bath on the main level

73%

Bedroom on the main level

70%

Easily usable climate controls

15%
17%
33%

50%
53%

Non-slip floor surfaces

(88%)
(87%)
(83%)

27%

(80%)

Bathroom aids

46%

33%

(79%)

Personal alert system

45%

34%

(79%)

Wider doorways

30%

Home security system

28%

32%
32%

Higher electrical outlets

16%

Lower electrical switches

14%

30%
24%

(76%)

(65%)

35%

21%

(77%)

24%

52%

Garage or covered parking

Lever-handled doorknobs

35%

42%

Entrance without steps

(61%)
(54%)

(46%)
(38%)

Note: Total percentage may not equal sum of components due to rounding.
Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Easily usable climate controls (thermostat) (83%) are another top
rated feature. Three-quarters consider a garage or covered parking (76%)
and an entrance without steps (77%) to be important.
Respondents are generally less likely to rate highly those features
that are most useful for people with conditions that limit mobility or
dexterity. More than six in ten respondents think that doorways that are
wider than standard for accessibility (65%) and a home security system
(61%) are very or somewhat important. Fewer think lever-handled
doorknobs (54%), electrical outlets positioned slightly higher than standard
(46%), and electrical switches positioned slightly lower than standard
(38%) are important.
The importance of different home features varies by demographic
variables, such as age, gender, and income, and by reliance on a mobility
aid like a cane, crutch, walker, wheelchair, or electric scooter. For
example, those with household incomes of $40,000 or more are more
likely than those with lower incomes to think floor plan features important,
while those who use mobility aids are more apt than those who do not to
think safety and dexterity features important. Almost all the home features
described in the survey are more likely to be important to those who have
thought about the home they would like to live in during their later years
than to those who have not.
In general, most respondents say the floor plan of their home
already includes the features that they rate as important. This floor plan
includes a full bath on the main level (85%), a bedroom on the main level
(83%), and a garage or covered parking (75%). A high proportion also
say they have easily usable climate controls (86%). However, fewer
report having the safety features that many value highly. More than half
say they already have non-slip floors (54%), but fewer than four in ten
indicate they have an entrance without steps (37%), only one-third have a
bathroom aid (32%), and just 13 percent have a personal alert system.
(See Figure 37.)
Somewhat surprisingly, three in ten say they have doorways that
are wider than standard (30%), almost as many say they have a home
security system (28%) or lever-handled doorknobs (27%). Just over one
in ten each have electrical outlets higher than standard (15%), and
electrical switches lower than standard (14%).
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Figure 37: Presence of Home Features
"Does your current home have...?"
Yes

No

Don't know

Easily usable climate controls

86%

13% *

Full bath on the main level

85%

15%

*

Bedroom on the main level

83%

16%

*

Garage or covered parking
Non-slip floor surfaces

54%

Entrance without steps
Bathroom aids

*

25%

75%
44%
63%

37%

2%
*

32%

68%

*

30%

69%

1%

Home security system

28%

71%

1%

Lever-handled doorknobs

27%

72%

1%

Wider doorways

Higher electrical outlets

15%

82%

2%

Lower electrical switches

14%

83%

2%

Personal alert system 13%

86%

*

* Less than 0.5%
Note: Total percentage may not equal sum of components due to rounding.
Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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It is instructive to look at the percentage saying a feature is
important and subtract the percentage saying they currently have that
feature to determine where the “gaps” are between perceived importance
and current availability. When the eight housing features that rate highest
in importance are analyzed in this way, it is apparent that there are no real
gaps for four of these features: easily usable climate controls, garage or
covered parking, full bath on the main level, and bedroom on the main
level. That is, the demand for these features just about meets the current
supply, although it may not be matched up correctly (a respondent
considering a feature important may not live in a housing unit with the
feature). However, there are large gaps in supply for the remaining four
top-rated features: non-slip floor surfaces, entrance without steps,
bathroom aids, and personal alert systems. (See Figure 38.)
Figure 38: Gap Analysis of Top-Rated Home Features
Percentage saying feature important minus percentage
having feature
Easily usable
climate controls

-3

Garage or
covered parking

1

Full bath on
the main level
Bedroom on
the main level
Non-slip floor
surfaces

3
4
26

Entrance
without steps
Bathroom aids
Personal alert
system

40
47
66

Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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The floor plan of one’s home can contribute to one’s ability to age in
place and we found this reflected in our findings. For example, people
who say they are very likely to be able to live in their current home for the
rest of their life are more likely than their counterparts to have a full bath
(87% vs. 81%) or bedroom (86% vs. 79%) on the main level. Moreover,
those who are older or in fair or poor health are also more likely to say
they have a full bath on the main level (92% age 65+ vs. 81% ages 45-64;
90% fair or poor health vs. 87% excellent or very good health), or a
bedroom on the main level (90% age 65+ vs. 80% ages 45-64; 90% fair or
poor health vs. 86% excellent or very good health).
Regardless of whether survey respondents recognize the
importance of safety aids, these can be increasingly helpful to people as
they age or their mobility begins to decline. This may explain why older
respondents, women, and those who use mobility aids are among the
groups more likely to report having some of these types of features,
including non-slip floors, bathroom aids, and personal alert systems.
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COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS
The features of a community can either contribute to or decrease
from one’s ability to live independently, safely, and comfortably. Almost all
people 45+ say having a safe neighborhood is very or somewhat
important (97%). More than nine in ten think that a hospital (94%) and
their doctors’ offices (92%) in their community is important. This is true
even though three-quarters are optimistic that they will be in good health
in their later years (75%).
Other important community characteristics include a place where
they can worship (87%), a shopping center (84%), a grocery store within
half a mile of their home (83%), and a drug store within half a mile of their
home (80%). In addition, three-quarters say that sidewalks (78%), a
center where older people can socialize (77%), restaurants (77%), and
libraries (75%) are important. Somewhat fewer say fitness or general
entertainment facilities are important: a fitness center for exercising
(65%), entertainment, such as theaters and concerts (62%), walking or
bike trails within half a mile of your home (58%). (See Figure 39.)
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Figure 39: Community Characteristics
"How important do you think having each of these features
located in your community will be to you in your later years?"
Very important

Somewhat important

Safe neighborhoods
Hospital

64%

Shopping center

Center where older people can
socialize
Restaurants
Library
Fitness center
Entertainment
Nearby walking or bike trails

(77%)

38%

(77%)

43%

34%

(75%)

35%

40%

24%

(78%)

23%

39%

21%

(80%)

30%

55%

26%

(83%)

28%

50%

Sidewalks

(84%)

35%

55%

Nearby drug store

(87%)

22%

49%

Nearby grocery store

(92%)

21%

71%

Place to worship

(94%)

18%

76%

Your doctors' offices

39%
41%
34%

(97%)

8%

88%

(65%)
(62%)
(58%)

Note: Total percentage may not equal sum of components due to rounding.
Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Some recreational facilities may be less important because not all
older Americans can afford to take advantage of them. Only two-thirds
think they will have enough money to do what they want in their later years
(68%).
Enjoying good health and financial security increase the likelihood
that people 45+ will value community characteristics such as having a
library, entertainment, walking and bike trails. However, the likelihood of
considering many of these features important tends to decline slightly with
age. This is particularly true of characteristics that are ranked lower such
as a center where older people can socialize (83% ages 45-54 vs. 71%
age 65+), a library (79% vs. 70%), a fitness center for exercising (73% vs.
56%), entertainment (72% vs. 50%), and nearby walking or bike trails
(65% vs. 47%).
Nonetheless, women are more likely than men to consider each of
these features to be very or somewhat important. And, people who say
they have given a great deal of thought or some thought to the community
they would like to live their later years in tend to place more importance on
most features.
Unlike home features where perceived importance and current
availability are similar on the most highly rated features, people are less
likely to report their community having some of the characteristics they
perceive to be most important to them. While almost all report the
presence of a place where they can worship (94%) and safe
neighborhoods (92%), somewhat fewer—seven in ten—report having their
doctors’ offices (72%) or a hospital (72%) in their community. In the next
tier of shopping facilities, three-quarters report having a shopping center in
their community (75%), but less than two-thirds have a grocery store
within half a mile of their home (64%) and six in ten have a drug store
within half a mile of their home (59%). (See Figure 40.)
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Figure 40: Presence of Community Characteristics
"Does the community where you live have...?"
Yes

No

Don't know

Place to worship

94%

Safe neighborhoods

92%

Restaurants

5% 1%
6%
11%

88%

Library

85%

14%

1%
*
1%

Shopping center

75%

Center where older people can
socialize

73%

Your doctors' offices

72%

27%

*

Hospital

72%

28%

*

Fitness center

71%

26%

3%

Sidewalks

70%

30%

*

Nearby grocery store

64%

25%
19%

36%

*
7%

*

Entertainment

61%

38%

1%

Nearby drug store

59%

41%

*

Nearby walking or bike trails

51%

46%

3%

* Less than 0.5%
Note: Total percentage may not equal sum of components due to rounding.
Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Respondents are more likely to report having some recreational
characteristics, such as restaurants (88%), a library (85%), a center where
older people can socialize (73%), a fitness center (71%), and sidewalks
(70%) than they are to report having some more highly rated
characteristics. Entertainment (61%) and walking or bike trails within half
a mile of their home (51%), which rate low on importance, also rate low on
availability.
Because almost all people 45+ indicate they live in a community
that has a place they can worship, it may not be surprising that a gap
analysis shows that a higher proportion of people have this feature than
think it is important (-7). Two top-rated community characteristics have
small gaps between importance and reported experience: safe
neighborhoods (5) and a shopping center in the community (9). Moderate
gaps exist for a nearby grocery store (19), the respondent’s doctors’
offices (20), a nearby drug store (21), and a hospital (22). This means
that even if people 45+ were to reshuffle the currently occupied housing,
roughly two in ten of those who think each of these features important
would still not have access to them. (See Figure 41.)
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Figure 41: Gap Analysis of Top-Rated Community Characteristics
Percentage saying feature important minus percentage
having feature

Place to worship

-7

Safe neighborhoods

Shopping center

Nearby grocery store

Your doctors' offices

Nearby drug store

Hospital

5

9

19

20

21

22

Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003

Many of these community characteristics are more often reported
by renters than by homeowners, perhaps because they are often more
centrally located. For example, renters are more apt than homeowners to
say they have a community hospital (78% vs. 71%), a shopping center
(80% vs. 74%), and a grocery store (81% vs. 61%) and drug store (75%
vs. 56%) within half a mile of their home.
Safe neighborhoods, however, are more likely to be reported by
homeowners (94%) than by renters (85%). Moreover, higher income
respondents also tend to be more likely to say they have fitness and
entertainment facilities such as restaurants (92% with $70,000+ vs. 82%
with less than $20,000), a fitness center (80% vs. 58%), and
entertainment such as theaters and concerts (68% vs. 46%).
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COMMUNITY SERVICES
How people rate the importance of community services reveals a
great deal about how they see themselves as they age. Overall, they
reveal Americans 45+ seeing themselves needing assistance with errands
and chores, but not necessarily with individual care.
Of the community services listed, respondents are most likely to
find transportation services for people who need door-to-door transport
very or somewhat important in their later years (82%). Three-quarters
think an outdoor maintenance service will be important (74%), while seven
in ten say they think a health monitoring service will be important (70%).
Roughly two-thirds think accessible public transportation (67%), home
delivered meals (67%), and personal care services (64%) will be
important. Six in ten rate each of the other services as important: a light
home repair service (61%), a friendly visitor service (60%), a contractor
service specializing in home modifications for older people (59%), and
nutrition programs in central locations (58%). (See Figure 42.)
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Figure 42: Important Community Services
"How important do you think each of these community
services will be to you in your later years?"
Very important

Somewhat important

Door-to-door transportation

52%

Outdoor maintenance service
Health monitoring service
Accessible public transportation
Home delivered meals
Personal care service
Light home repair service
Friendly visitor service

41%

33%

34%

36%

29%

38%

34%

29%

26%

20%

Contractor service

25%

Nutrition programs

24%

(82%)

30%

33%

35%

34%

40%

35%

34%

(74%)

(70%)

(67%)

(67%)

(64%)

(61%)

(60%)

(59%)

(58%)

Note: Total percentage may not equal sum of components due to rounding.
Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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As previously mentioned, over half of respondents are optimistic
about having enough money to pay for long-term care, either at home or in
a nursing home, should they need it during their later years (21% very
optimistic; 32% somewhat optimistic). Expectations of being able to pay
for individual care, however, does not appear to impact respondents’
perceptions of how important these types of services are.
Nevertheless, it is possible that worries about possible dependency
do. Two-thirds of women ages 55 to 64 have given a great deal or some
thought to the services they might need to live comfortably in their later
years. Moreover, they are more likely than older women or men of any
age to say that many of these services are important.
Consistent with the hypotheses that Americans tend to look to the
next stage of their life, rather than think of the entire aging process, when
they think about their aging needs, younger respondents ages 45 to 64
are more apt than older respondents to find many of the chore types of
services important, such as outdoor maintenance services (77% vs. 69%)
and light home repair services (63% vs. 56%).
Planning and forethought, however, clearly do make a difference in
the way people think about these services. Those who have given
thought to the types of community services they might need to live
comfortably in their later years tend to be more likely to find each of these
services important. In addition, respondents with older relatives who have
already made changes or who need to make changes are more likely to
consider each to be important.
Two-thirds of people 45+ live in communities that have home
delivered meals (68%) and door-to-door transportation services (65%).
More than half of respondents’ communities also offer an outdoor
maintenance service (55%), and 45 percent provide accessible public
transportation. Just one-third of respondents note the presence of a
health monitoring service (33%), another highly rated community service.
(See Figure 43.)
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Figure 43: Presence of Community Services
"Does the community where you live have...?"

Yes

No

Don't know

Home delivered meals

68%

19% 12%

Door-to-door transportation

65%

25% 9%

Outdoor maintenance service

35%

55%

Accessible public transportation

45%

Nutrition programs

44%

Personal care service

41%

Light home repair service

34%

Health monitoring service

33%

10%

2%

52%

32%

34%

43%

40%

23%

24%

22%

27%

Contractor service

29%

41%

29%

Friendly visitor service

27%

42%

30%

Note: Total percentage may not equal sum of components due to rounding.
Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Roughly four in ten respondents each have nutrition programs in
central locations (44%) and a personal care service (41%). Fewer report
having a light home repair service (34%), a contractor service specializing
in home modifications for older people (29%), and a friendly visitor service
(27%).
Respondents generally do not report the availability of the
community services they are most likely to deem important. While
importance and availability correspond for home delivered meals, larger
gaps exist for door-to-door transportation, outdoor maintenance services,
and accessible public transportation. The largest gap between importance
and reported availability in housing units currently occupied by people 45+
is for health monitoring services. (See Figure 44.)
Figure 44: Gap Analysis of Top Rated Community Services
Percentage saying feature important minus percentage
having feature
Home delivered
meals

-1

Door-to-door
transportation
Outdoor
maintenance
service
Accessible public
transportation
Health
monitoring
service

17

19

22

37

Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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To a certain extent, the low percentage of respondents reporting
the presence of some services may reflect ignorance rather than the fact
that these services are genuinely unavailable. Relatively high proportions
of respondents do not know whether these services are available in their
community. For example, roughly three in ten each say they do not know
whether a friendly visitor service (30%), a contractor service specializing in
home modifications for older people (29%), or health monitoring service
(27%) is available in their community. Almost one-quarter each do not
know whether a personal care service (24%), nutrition program (23%), or
light home repair service (22%) is available. This may be a reflection of
how little many respondents have thought about these issues.
The ability to age in place is associated with many of these
community services. Those who think they will be able to stay in their
current home are more likely than those who do not to report home
delivered meal services (70% vs. 64%) and a personal care service (43%
vs. 35%). In addition, the availability of various community services is
often related to household income. For example, reported access to doorto-door transportation services, outdoor maintenance services, and health
monitoring services increase as income rises.
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ATTITUDINAL GROUPS
When it comes to housing and planning for future housing needs,
people look not only at finances and health, but at relationships.
Relationships affect our housing choices because they help to determine
the extent of our needs—where we will go to socialize, who we will rely on
for help. Other factors also help to determine how people think about their
future housing needs, including their optimism or pessimism about their
future prospects and the way they plan for the future. Generally, how
Americans think about and prepare for future housing needs is found to be
driven by these three dimensions of consumer characteristics:
•

Optimism about the future

•

Planning orientation

•

Connectedness to friends and relatives

Based on these three types of characteristics, Americans can be
divided into six distinct groups. These are:

9

•

Prepareds (21% of sample)9—optimistic about the future,
planners, with support systems

•

Independents (25% of sample)—optimistic about the future,
planners, without support systems

•

Reliants (20% of sample)—limited optimists, moderate planners,
with support systems

•

Dependents (12% of sample)—pessimistic about the future,
moderate planners, with support systems

•

Fatalists (11% of sample)—limited optimists, non-planners,
without support systems

•

Unprepareds (11% of sample)—pessimistic about the future,
non-planners, without support systems

By chance, the population age 45+ are distributed so that two-thirds are members of
the relationship-based segments and one-third are members of the other segments.
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Characteristics of Prepareds
Prepareds seem to have all the bases covered. They are
considerably more likely than respondents in general to be optimistic
about the future, both with respect to their finances and their physical
health. At the same time, they have a strong planning orientation; they
tend to be planners in general and plan for their housing needs more than
others. Unlike some other segments, Prepareds think planning for future
housing needs is worthwhile. Further, they have a strong sense of what
options for housing are available as they get older and how much they
should cost. Finally, they appear to have built a strong network of family
and friends that they can rely on should they need help as they age.
Prepareds’ demographics indicate that they have varied assets
upon which they can rely as they get older. Specifically, they are among
the most likely to have annual household incomes of $30,000 or more.
They are also more likely than the sample as a whole to report having
children and to evaluate their health as excellent or very good.
Figure 45: Selected Characteristics of Prepareds
All Respondents

Prepareds

Optimistic that
retirement will be/is a
very satisfying period

75%
96%

Optimistic that they will
have enough money to
do what they want

68%

Agree will be able to rely
on family/friends to
help with tasks

68%

92%

92%

Optimistic that they
will be in good
physical health
Agree is pointless to
plan for future housing
until needs arise

75%
92%
44%
22%

Base: Prepareds (n=411)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Characteristics of Independents
Independents are like Prepareds in many ways. However, they
deliberately exclude relationships with others from the way they think
about their future housing needs. This does not mean that Independents
have no relationships. In fact, members of this group are less likely than
respondents overall to feel isolated in their current living situation. But
they do not rely on these relationships for support and they do not plan
their future housing placement around them. Independents are optimistic
about the future, particularly with respect to their finances. They consider
themselves to be planners, and many feel it is worthwhile to plan for future
housing needs before they arise.
Independents have a number of strengths. They have a higher
than average proportion of college graduates, together with a higher
proportion of households with incomes of $30,000 or more. Independents
are as likely as others to be married, but less likely to report having
children. In addition, this segment has a higher than average proportion of
males.
Figure 46: Selected Characteristics of Independents
All Respondents

Independents

Optimistic that they will
have enough money for
basic expenses

74%
94%

Optimistic that they will
have enough money to
do what they want

68%
89%

Optimistic will have
enough money for
long term care
Agree will be able to rely
on family/friends to
help with tasks
Agree is important to
live near family

53%
73%
68%
45%
81%
43%

Base: Independents (n=474)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Characteristics of Reliants
Reliants are primarily characterized by their contradictory planning
attitudes. Although they are as likely as respondents overall to consider
themselves to be planners, they feel there is little point in planning for
future housing situations until specific needs arise, and they would rather
not think about getting older, even if it delays planning for their later years.
Their attitudes about the future, while still somewhat more optimistic than
respondents in general, are not as positive as some other groups. This
means they could be forced to rely on their network of family and friends
should their planning prove inadequate to their needs.
As their possible reliance on family implies, this segment is more
likely than average to report having children. Reliants tend to be older
than most other segments.
Figure 47: Selected Characteristics of Reliants
All Respondents

Reliants

Optimistic that they
will be in good
physical health

75%
88%

Optimistic that they will
have enough money to
do what they want

68%
83%

Agree is pointless to
plan for future housing
until needs arise

44%
70%

Agree like to avoid
thinking about
getting older

34%

Agree counting on
children to help
take care of them

35%

67%

55%

Base: Reliants (n=388)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Characteristics of Dependents
While Dependents may have potential future problems with their
housing situation, they also have some strengths that can help them
overcome these problems. This group is pessimistic about the future. Not
only do many of its members expect to have financial problems in their
later years, they also expect to have health problems as well. In addition,
this group is only average in its attitudes toward planning in general and
for housing. Dependents’ strength, however, is in the relationships they
have built up and that they are counting on to help them through their
retirement.
Dependents are younger than most other groups, with a higher
proportion of members saying they are ages 45 to 54, and the group has
the highest prevalence of women. This segment tends to have a mixed
supply of resources helpful to older individuals. They are more likely than
average to have children, more likely to report household incomes of less
than $30,000 and more likely to evaluate personal health as fair or poor.
Figure 48: Selected Characteristics of Dependents
All Respondents

Dependents

Agree counting on
children to help
take care of them

35%
50%

Optimistic that
retirement will be/is a
very satisfying period

75%
43%

Optimistic that they will
have enough money for
basic expenses

74%
33%

Optimistic that they
will be in good
physical health
Optimistic will have
enough money for
long term care

75%
31%
53%
13%

Base: Dependents (n=227)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Characteristics of Fatalists
Unlike any other group, Fatalists are isolated now in their housing
arrangements. Although they would like to rely on others for support, their
current isolation means they must make some sort of change in order to
accomplish this. Like Reliants, Fatalists are characterized by a lack of
planning behavior. Although they are just as likely as respondents in
general to consider themselves planners, they feel it is pointless to plan
for future housing situations. They also prefer to avoid thinking about
getting older, which is likely to limit serious thinking about needs in old
age. Their limited optimism about the future is unlikely to be sufficient to
overcome their lack of planning and safety net.
Fatalists are demographically close to average in many respects.
However, they are less likely than the sample overall to be married or to
have children. They are also less likely to report having excellent or very
good health and more likely to be men. They are also among the most
likely to be over age 75.
Figure 49: Selected Characteristics of Fatalists
All Respondents

Agree feel isolated
from others in current
living situation

Fatalists

15%
88%

Optimistic that they will
have enough money for
basic expenses

74%
84%

Optimistic that they
will always be
able to drive

64%
73%

Agree is pointless to
plan for future housing
until needs arise
Agree like to avoid
thinking about
getting older

44%
67%
34%
60%

Base: Fatalists (n=202)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Characteristics of Unprepareds
The Unprepareds see numerous problems when they look to the
future. In general pessimistic about their financial prospects in retirement,
just one-third think that retirement will be a satisfying period of their life.
Perhaps some of this pessimism is due to their lack of planning behavior.
They are less likely than others to consider themselves planners.
Moreover, at the same time that many of them feel it is pointless to plan
for a future housing situation until specific needs arise, many do not feel
they can be happy living just anywhere. Unlike some other groups,
Unprepareds do not have relationships that might help bridge gaps in
planning or resources.
Unprepareds tend to have fewer of the demographic strengths that
may help them remain resilient in their later years. They are among the
least likely to be currently married or to have children. Unprepareds are
more likely than average to have fair or poor health, and are more likely to
have annual household income of less than $30,000. However, they are
also more likely to be ages 45 to 54, which means some members may
yet be able to change their future with proper planning.
Figure 50: Selected Characteristics of Unprepareds
All Respondents

Unprepareds
86%

Agree consider
themselves planners

60%

Optimistic that they
will be in good
physical health

75%
56%

Agree can be happy in
almost any kind of
house or apartment

54%
35%

Agree will be able to rely
on family/friends to
help with tasks
Optimistic that they will
have enough money to
do what they want

68%
32%
68%
14%

Base: Unprepareds (n=220)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Differences in Housing Needs
Clear differences exist in how the six segments report planning for
and thinking about their future housing needs. Despite their more
moderate planning attitudes, Dependents, together with the more forwardlooking Prepareds, are more likely than Unprepareds and Reliants to
report they have given a great deal or some thought to the home and
community they would like to live in their later years.
Figure 51: Thought Given to Home and Community for Later Years
by Consumer Groups
Percentage saying a great deal or some thought
Prepareds

Independents

Reliants

Dependents

Fatalists

Unprepareds
68%

Home where you
would like to live
in your later years

64%
52%
68%
61%
57%
68%

Community where you
would like to live in
your later years

63%
55%
69%
59%
56%

Base: Prepareds (n=411); Independents (n=474); Reliants (n=388); Dependents (n=227)
Fatalists (n=202); Unprepareds (n=220)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003

The relationship-based groups are not only generally more likely to
have thought about the home they would like to live their later years in,
they are also more likely to rate most housing features as important.
Whether this is due to a desire to remain within a circumscribed
geographical area or a wish to lighten the burden on future caretakers,
Dependents and Prepareds are especially likely to rate home features as
important. In particular, Dependents and Prepareds are more likely than
average to consider the highly rated feature of a full bath on the main level
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as very important. Unprepareds, perhaps because of their lack of
supportive resources, are also more likely to rate some features highly,
including grab bars and personal alert systems. In contrast, however,
Independents tend to feel they do not need these housing features and
are less likely than average to rate nearly every item as very important.
Given their higher importance ratings for various home features, it
is not surprising that when Dependents are asked how likely it is that they
will need to make changes to their home to be able to live there
comfortably as they age, six in ten say they are very or somewhat likely to
do so (61%). An even higher proportion of Unprepareds say they are
likely to need to make changes (67%), while a majority of Fatalists and
Reliants are also likely to need to make such changes (59% and 53%,
respectively). Smaller proportions of Independents (45%) and Prepareds
(43%) feel they will need to make changes, despite the fact that
Prepareds, like Dependents, rate many home features highly in
importance. The higher household incomes of Independents and
Prepareds may mean that they already have many of the features they
deem desirable, and their generally more optimistic views about their
health may make it harder for them to envision needing many of the
safety, mobility and dexterity features they do not currently have.
Figure 52: Perceived Likelihood of Needing to Make Changes
to Current Home by Consumer Groups
Percentage saying very or somewhat likely
Prepareds

Independents

Reliants

Dependents

Fatalists

Unprepareds

43%
45%

You will need to make
changes to your home
to be able to live there
comfortably as you age

53%
61%
59%
67%

Base: Prepareds (n=368); Independents (n=421); Reliants (n=346); Dependents (n=188)
Fatalists (n=155); Unprepareds (n=164)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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With a few exceptions, such as safe neighborhoods, sidewalks,
shopping centers, and entertainment, Dependents tend to be more likely
than the sample as a whole to identify almost all community
characteristics as very or somewhat important to them in their later years.
While Prepareds are also more likely to consider some features to be
more important, these features are the lower tier features of a library,
fitness center, entertainment, and nearby walking or bike trails.
Unprepareds, one of the younger groups, also rate sidewalks and fitness
centers more highly than average.
Only Dependents report a higher than average likelihood of having
given a great deal or some thought to the kinds of services necessary to
live comfortably in their home during their later years. This may be due to
the higher prevalence of women in this segment, since women are
especially likely to be concerned about the types of community services
they will need.
Figure 53: Thought Given to Kinds of Services Needed in Later
Years by Consumer Groups
Percentage saying a great deal or some thought
Prepareds

Independents

Reliants

Dependents

Fatalists

Unprepareds
63%

Kinds of services you
might need to help you
live comfortably in
your home during your
later years

60%
54%
73%
55%
57%

Base: Prepareds (n=411); Independents (n=474); Reliants (n=388); Dependents (n=227)
Fatalists (n=202); Unprepareds (n=220)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Both Dependents, perhaps because they hope to relieve their
caretakers of as much burden as possible, and Unprepareds, perhaps
because they have no future caretakers, are more likely than others to
rate many community services as very important. In particular, these
services include door-to-door transportation, an outdoor maintenance
service, home delivered meals, accessible public transportation, a
personal care service, a light home repair service, and a contractor
service specializing in home modifications for older people. Independents
are least likely to cite each of the services as very important.
Prepareds and Reliants are far more likely than other groups to
report that they will be able to stay in their current home for the rest of
their lives, not surprising given their possible dependence on others in
their current neighborhood. Dependents, however, are no more likely than
average to feel they will be able to stay in their current home, perhaps
because of the higher prevalence of women in this segment.
Unprepareds are the least likely to think they will be able to live out their
lives in their current home.
Figure 54: Perceived Likelihood of Being Able to Stay in Current
Home by Consumer Groups
Percentage saying very or somewhat likely
Prepareds

Independents

Reliants

Dependents

Fatalists

Unprepareds
85%
75%

You will be able to
stay in your current
home for the rest of
your life

84%
74%
71%
59%

Base: Prepareds (n=411); Independents (n=474); Reliants (n=388); Dependents (n=227)
Fatalists (n=202); Unprepareds (n=220)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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Planning for Future Housing Needs
What this suggests is that a traditional “planning” structure might
not work best when looking at how people think about planning for future
housing needs. Though not strong financial planners, Dependents are
perhaps the most thoughtful about their future housing situation, perhaps
because they are older, wish to alleviate burden on others, or are even
somewhat nervous about the future. They are more likely to have thought
about these issues, and they are more likely to think safety features,
personal care services, and most community characteristics to be
important. The demands they place on these types of features and
services are likely to be high.
While Prepareds have thought about their future housing needs
and think many housing features are important, their relative optimism
about the future and higher income may insulate them from the need for
the community characteristics and services they are less likely to think
important. Similarly, Independents may also remain correct about the
relative lack of importance of most of the features and services listed in
the survey as long as their finances and health remain robust. However,
the Independents may change their minds as they age, finding that
increasing frailty, coupled with a lack of friends and family to fall back on
for small things, may make many of these things more important to some.
Like Dependents, Unprepareds consider many home features,
community characteristics, and community services to be important, but
their lack of resources may make paying for all of the things they will need
difficult. People in this segment are not only likely to eventually become
heavy users of many features and services, they are also likely to need
subsidized installation or low cost services.
Both Reliants and Fatalists prefer not to think about their future
housing situation. Therefore, they are not especially likely to consider any
home feature or community characteristic or service important in
comparison with others. Despite this, many in these groups are likely to
fall back on these features and services as they age. This is particularly
true among the Fatalists who are currently isolated in their housing
arrangements, more likely than average to be unmarried or have no
children, and indicate they are not planners. Reliants tend to have a
safety net of family and friends to fall back on should their planning prove
inadequate, but many may prefer to rely on them as lightly as possible.
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Taken together, this means that current gaps between what people
45+ consider important and the availability of current resources is likely to
grow in the future unless steps are taken to increase their availability.

CONCLUSIONS
In general, Americans 45+ are optimistic about the future in terms
of their physical health, their financial status, and their housing situation. It
is encouraging that large proportions of the 45+ population recognize the
importance of key home features, community characteristics, and
community services that can maximize their comfort and safety in their
later years.
Nonetheless, there may still be cause for concern. For example,
the probability of being poor at some point in old age remains high, and
many people underestimate the costs associated with aging; similarly,
respondents’ views may reflect unrealistic expectations about their
physical abilities as they grow older.
There also appears to be some disconnect between what people
say and what they do, or anticipate doing. For example, almost all
respondents say it is likely that they will be able to stay in their current
home for the rest of their life, but only about half anticipate they will need
to make changes to their home as they age. Another example is that the
majority of respondents say they are “planners,” however fewer have
given a great deal of thought to the home features or community
characteristics they will need in their later years.
Turning to the three specific areas we examined (home, community
characteristics and community services), we find that:
•

Most Americans 45+ value home features that can help ensure
they have a safe and comfortable home environment. However,
our gap analysis identified several items people value, but do
not currently have. These items could be added to existing
homes relatively easily (lever door handles, repositioned outlets
and switches, home and personal security systems). This
suggests a need to educate consumers on the availability and
relative ease of installing home features that can help them
remain independent as they age.
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•

Community characteristics may be more difficult to change than
home features. Furthermore, it is not feasible to have a
hospital, doctor’s offices, drug stores and grocery stores in
every neighborhood. Therefore it is important to have userfriendly public and private transportation systems available in
our communities for the 50+ population to help them gain
access to nearby facilities.

•

Perhaps our biggest challenge is ensuring that home and
community services are available and that people know about
them. There is a clear need to inform consumers about
services offered in their community, and to provide easy access
to information when a need for services arises.

Finally, the attitudinal segments identified in this study provide
insight into consumer characteristics that drive how people prepare for
future housing needs. These insights could be used to develop
informational materials tailored to specific attitudinal segments.
It would be beneficial to develop and test educational and social
marketing materials targeted to different attitudinal segments. This
would enable us to determine how successful the materials are in
creating behavioral changes such as increasing planning for future
housing needs, or making specific home modifications that are almost
universally needed by people in their later years (e.g., installing grab
bars and other bathroom aids). If we can create these types of
behavioral changes, we can create smoother life transitions and fewer
life crises.
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PROFILE OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS
Figure 55 describes demographic characteristics of the survey
respondents.
The median age of the respondents is 59. Nearly four in ten are
between the ages of 45 and 54 (38%), and an additional one-quarter are
between 55 and 64 (25%). Almost one in five of the respondents are 65 to
74 (19%), and 17 percent are 75 or older.
Slightly more than half of the respondents are female (54%). Six in
ten respondents are currently married (60%), 17 percent are widowed, 14
percent are divorced, and one percent are separated. Only six percent
have never been married.
About half of the respondents have parents, step parents, or
parents-in-law still living (49%). Three-quarters have adult children, ages
18 or older (77%), and among those ages 45 to 64, one-quarter have
children under the age of 18 (24%).
Most respondents report that other people live in their household
(72%). Almost half say there are two people in the household, including
themselves (46%), and 13 percent each say there are three or more in the
household.
Among those who do not live alone, a large majority say they live
with their spouse (80%). One-third say children or stepchildren live with
them (33%). Small proportions say non-relatives (5%), grandchildren
(5%), parents or spouse’s parents (4%), or other relatives (4%) live with
them.
One-third of the respondents have a high school degree or less
education (36%). Three in ten have some college or technical training
beyond high school, but did not complete a four year degree (29%). One
in five graduated from college (19%), and the rest obtained a postgraduate or professional degree (16%).
One-quarter of the respondents have household incomes under
$30,000 per year (26%). Eighteen percent report $30,000 to $49,999 in
household income, and almost as many report $50,000 to $69,999 in
household income (15%). Nearly one-quarter say their household has
$70,000 or more in annual income (23%). Notable proportions do not
know their annual income (6%) or prefer not to divulge it (13%).
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More than four in ten respondents are retired (43%). Half are
employed either full time (41%) or part time (8%). Almost one in ten are
unemployed (8%).
The large majority of respondents are White (89%). Six percent are
African American, and one percent each are Asian or Pacific Islanders, or
American Indians or Alaskan Natives. Four percent are of Hispanic,
Spanish, or Latino heritage.
About half of the respondents say an AARP member lives in their
household (48%).
Figure 55: Demographic Characteristics of Survey Respondents
Age
45 to 54
55 to 64
65 to 74
75 to 84
85 or older
Median Age
Gender
Male
Female
Marital Status
Married
Widowed
Divorced
Single, never married
Separated
Living Parents, Step Parents, or Parents-in-Law
Yes
No
Adult Children Age 18 or Older
Yes
No

38%
25
19
12
4
59 years
46%
54
60%
17
14
6
1
49%
51
77%
23
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Figure 55: Demographic Characteristics of Survey Respondents
(continued)

Children Under the Age of 18
(among those ages 45 to 64, n=1,262)
Yes
No
Number of People Living in Household (Including Self)
One
Two
Three
Four or more
Who Lives With Respondent
(Among those who do not live alone, n=1,451)
Spouse
Children or stepchildren
Non-relatives
Grandchild(ren)
Parent(s) or spouses parent(s)
Other relative(s)
Education
Some high school or less
High school graduate or equivalent
Some college or technical training beyond high school
College graduate (4 years)
Post-graduate or professional degree
Household Income
Less than $20,000
$20,000 to $29,999
$30,000 to $39,999
$40,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $59,999
$60,000 to $69,999
$70,000 or more
Don’t know
Refused

24%
76
27%
46
13
13

80%
33
5
5
4
4
9%
27
29
19
16
16%
10
10
7
7
8
23
6
13
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Figure 55: Demographic Characteristics of Survey Respondents
(continued)

Employment
Retired
Employed full time
Employed part time
Unemployed
Hispanic, Spanish, or Latino Origin or Descent
Yes
No
Race
White or Caucasian
Black or African American
American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian or Pacific Islander
AARP Member in Household
Yes
No

43%
41
8
8
4%
95
89%
6
1
1
48%
51

Base: All respondents (n=2,001)
Source: These Four Walls..., AARP, May 2003
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APPENDIX A: COMPARISON OF 2003 DATA WITH
PREVIOUS STUDIES
HOME OWNERSHIP
Home ownership remains at the high level reported in the 2000
Fixing To Stay Study. When the study was first conducted in 1986, 79
percent of respondents age 60 and older reported owning their home.
Homeownership among those 55 and older grew to 84 percent in 1992
before dropping to 80 percent in 1996. In the 2003 survey, however, 85
percent of respondents age 55 and older indicate they own their home.
Conversely, the percentage of respondents indicating they rent their home
has dropped from 19 percent in 1986 to 12 percent in 2000 and 13
percent in 2003. (See Figure A-1.)
Figure A-1: Home Ownership Status for Those Age 55+: 1986-2003
1986+

1989

1992

1996

2000

2003

Own

79%

82%

84%

80%

86%

85%

Rent

19

17

15

16

12

13

Own mobile home,
rent space

--

--

--

2

1

1

Occupy without
payment or rent

--

1

1

2

*

1

Don’t know/Refused

2

*

*

*

*

*

+ The population surveyed in 1986 included only those age 60 and older.
* Less than 0.5%
Note: Not all response categories were available in all years.
Base: Respondents age 55 and older (1986 n=1,500; 1989 n=1,511; 1992 n=1,503; 1996
n=1,026;
2000 n=1,204; 2003 n=1,202)
Source: Understanding Senior Housing, 1986, 1989, 1992, and 1996; Fixing to Stay,
2000; and These Four Walls, AARP, May 2003
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CURRENT HOUSING
The proportions of respondents reporting living in different types of
housing structures have changed little over the past thirteen years.
Single-family detached homes have remained the dominant type of
housing for adults age 55 and older since the first wave of this study in
1986. The only significant changes occurred between 1986 and 1989 with
an increase in the percentage of those age 55 and older living in a singlefamily detached home (from 70% to 76%) and a decrease in the
percentage of those living in “other” types of housing (from 7% to 1%).
(See Figure A-2.)
Figure A-2: Type of Housing for Those Age 55+: 1986-2003
1986+

1989

1992

1996

2000

2003

Single-family detached
home

70%

76%

75%

74%

77%

77%

Multi-unit building

10

13

12

12

10

10

Mobile home

7

6

6

6

7

6

Semi-detached home

6

5

6

7

5

6

Other

7

1

*

1

*

*

+ The population surveyed in 1986 included only those age 60 and older.
* Less than 0.5%
Base: Respondents age 55 and older (1986 n=1,500; 1989 n=1,511; 1992 n=1,503; 1996
n=1,026;
2000 n=1,204; 2003 n=1,202)
Source: Understanding Senior Housing, 1986, 1989, 1992, and 1996; Fixing to Stay,
2000; and These Four Walls, AARP, May 2003
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APPENDIX B: METHODOLOGY, WEIGHTING
PROCEDURES, AND SEGMENTATION ANALYSIS
METHODOLOGY
The 2003 participants in the AARP Housing study were reached
through random digit dialing into households throughout the country and
were qualified on the basis of age through a screening question asking
how many adults in the household are at least 45 years old. A screening
question was also asked to disqualify persons living in assisted living
facilities.
Because the 2003 survey is the sixth in a series of AARP
Understanding Senior Housing Studies, a limited number of questions
have been trended from previous years. However, these trends should be
interpreted cautiously, taking into account the different survey populations
in each study. Overall results on which respondents differ significantly by
age may not be comparable from study to study. The previous AARP
Understanding Senior Housing Studies and their survey populations were
as follows:
1986—interviews with people age 60 and older (n=1,500)
1989—interviews with people age 55 and older (n=1,514)
1992—interviews with people age 55 and older (n=1,507)
1996—interviews with people age 50 and older (n=1,300)
2000—interviews with people age 45+ (n=2,000).
WEIGHTING
The national survey results have been weighted by gender and age
to reflect the distribution of Americans age 45+. Figure B-1 presents the
distribution of survey responses by age and gender as well as the
weighting factors used to make the responses in each category reflect that
group’s share of the national population age 45+. The weighting factors
were computed by dividing each group’s share of the national population
by its share of all survey responses that provided age and gender data:
(Target proportion ÷ Proportion of responses = Weighting factor)
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This age and gender weighting strategy was designed to reliably
track data from previous AARP Housing Studies in 1989, 1992, 1996, and
2000 which were also weighted only by age and gender.
Figure B-1: Number of Respondents and Weighting Scheme
Age/Gender
Group

%
of 45+
Pop.

# of
Resp.
Receiv.

% of
Resp.
Receiv.

Weight
Factor

Wghtd
# of
Resp.

% of
Wghtd
Resp.

Men, 45-49

10.26

143

7.28

1.40994

202

10.26

Women, 45-49

10.60

130

6.62

1.60269

208

10.60

Men, 50-54

8.79

195

9.92

0.88557

173

8.79

Women, 50-54

9.20

183

9.31

0.98763

181

9.20

Men, 55-59

6.67

147

7.48

0.89202

131

6.67

Women, 55-59

7.16

169

8.60

0.83283

141

7.16

Men, 60-64

5.29

128

6.51

0.81172

104

5.29

Women, 60-64

5.87

144

7.33

0.80036

115

5.87

Men, 65-69

4.56

102

5.19

0.87938

90

4.56

Women, 65-69

5.33

117

5.95

0.89485

105

5.33

Men, 70-74

4.07

88

4.48

0.90958

80

4.07

Women, 70-74

5.16

107

5.45

0.94772

101

5.16

Men, 75-79

3.11

67

3.41

0.91212

61

3.11

Women, 75-79

4.53

104

5.29

0.85506

89

4.53

Men, 80-84

1.88

48

2.44

0.76819

37

1.88

Women, 80-84

3.22

53

2.70

1.19448

63

3.22

Men, 85+

1.24

8

0.41

3.05575

24

1.24

Women, 85+

3.06

32

1.63

1.87731

60

3.06

Men, age unrpt.

0.00

14

0.69

1.00000

14

0.69

Women, age
unrpt.

0.00

22

1.10

1.00000

22

1.10

Men Subtotal

45.88

940

47.12

912

45.88

Women
Subtotal

54.12

1061

52.88

1087

54.12

100.00

2001

100.00

2001

100.00

Overall Total
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SEGMENTATION ANALYSIS
In order to derive additional insight into how Americans think about
and plan for their housing needs, an analysis was performed to derive a
meaningful market segmentation. Cluster analysis examines the pattern
of correlation between responses to a set of survey questions in order to
derive distinct groups of consumers who respond similarly and in ways
that most clearly distinguish them from other groups.
There are several methods of performing market segmentation
analysis. For this project, the K-Means method was used. In this method,
initial cluster centers are determined using responses to survey questions.
In an iterative process, respondents are assigned to the cluster with the
closest center, and the cluster centers are updated. When the process is
complete, each respondent is assigned to a cluster, or subgroup of
respondents. Because the variables included in the analysis had varying
scales, they were standardized before being included in the analysis.
A number of cluster solutions were examined with varying sets of
variables. The number of clusters solved for varied from between four and
nine. Although demographic variables such as age and household income
were initially included in the analysis, they tended to produce stacked
clusters with similar mean rankings across variables, leaving unworkable
segments. The best solutions contained only attitudinal variables.
A stable six group solution was selected as the most distinct and
actionable set of clusters. This solution is segmented on the following
questions:
− Q5, measuring how likely the respondent is to be able to stay in
their current home for the rest of his or her life
− Q7, measuring optimism about the future
− Q8, measuring aspects of planning behavior and availability of
support systems
The final solution was confirmed through a discriminant analysis.
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APPENDIX C: THESE FOUR WALLS . . .
QUESTIONNAIRE AND RESULTS
Hello, my name is _________ and I’m calling on the behalf of AARP (The American
Association of Retired Persons). This is not a sales call; we are conducting a survey
that will help us understand important issues relating to housing and communities.
S1.

Are there any members of your household who are at least 45 years old?
(n=2001)

Yes (CONTINUE) ...................................................................................... 100%
No (THANK AND TERMINATE) ..........................................................................-(VOL) Don’t know/Refused (THANK AND TERMINATE) ......................................-S2.

How many people in your household are age 45 years or older?
(n=2001)

One......................................................................................................... 41%
Two......................................................................................................... 57
Three or more........................................................................................... 3
(VOL) Don’t know/Refused (THANK AND TERMINATE) ......................................-(IF ONLY ONE PERSON IS 45 OR OLDER, ASK TO SPEAK WITH THAT PERSON; IF NOT AVAILABLE,
ARRANGE CALLBACK.)
(IF MORE THAN ONE PERSON 45 OR OLDER, READ: According to the research procedure, I need
to speak with a male in your household who is 45 or years old or older. Is this person
available?)
(IF MALE NOT AVAILABLE, SPEAK WITH FEMALE. REINTRODUCE, IF NECESSARY)

S3.

Are you currently 45 to 64 years of age, or 65 or older?
(n=2001)

45 to 64 .................................................................................................. 63%
65 or older ............................................................................................. 37
(VOL) Don’t know/Refused (THANK AND TERMINATE) ......................................-S4.

Do you have any adult children, age 18 or older?
(n=2001)

Yes ......................................................................................................... 77%
No........................................................................................................... 23
(VOL) Don’t know........................................................................................-(VOL) Refused............................................................................................--

*<.5%
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S5.

(IF 45-64)

Do you have any children under the age of 18?
(n=1262)

Yes ......................................................................................................... 24%
No........................................................................................................... 76
(VOL) Don’t know.........................................................................................*
(VOL) Refused............................................................................................-S6.

Are any of your parents, stepparents, or parents-in-law still living?
(n=2001)

Yes ......................................................................................................... 49%
No........................................................................................................... 51
(VOL) Don’t know........................................................................................-(VOL) Refused............................................................................................-(ASSIGN TO QUOTA GROUP. CONTINUE UNLESS QUOTA FILLED)

First, I have a few questions for classification purposes only. This is not a sales
call.
1.

What is your current marital status? Are you:
(n=2001)

Currently married.................................................................................... 60%
Widowed................................................................................................. 17
Divorced ................................................................................................. 14
Never married........................................................................................... 6
Separated ................................................................................................. 1
(VOL) Don’t know........................................................................................-(VOL) Refused.............................................................................................*
2.

Which of the following type of home do you live in?
(READ CHOICES; IF MORE THAN ONE, ASK FOR PRIMARY RESIDENCE.)

(n=2001)

A single-family detached home (SKIP TO Q4) ............................................ 78%
A multi-unit building (includes apartment, either lowrise or highrise) ........ 9
A mobile home (SKIP TO Q4) ....................................................................... 7
A semi-detached home like a townhouse or
rowhouse, or duplex (SKIP TO Q4) ...................................................... 6
Other (SPECIFY):___________________________ (SKIP TO Q4) ...................*
(VOL) Don’t know.........................................................................................*
(VOL) Refused............................................................................................--

*<.5%
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3.

Do you live in an assisted living facility?
(n=185)

Yes (THANK AND TERMINATE) .......................................................................-No......................................................................................................... 100%
(VOL) Don’t know (THANK AND TERMINATE) ....................................................-(VOL) Refused (THANK AND TERMINATE) ........................................................-4.

Do you rent or own your primary place of residence?
(n=2001)

Own ........................................................................................................ 83%
Rent........................................................................................................ 15
(VOL) Own mobile home, rent space.......................................................... 1
(VOL) Occupy without payment or rent....................................................... 1
(VOL) Other (SPECIFY):___________________________ ............................*
(VOL) Don’t know.........................................................................................*
(VOL) Refused.............................................................................................*
5.

How likely do you think it is that you will be able to stay in your current home for
the rest of your life? Do you think it is very likely, somewhat likely, not too likely,
or not at all likely?
(n=2001)

Very likely ............................................................................................... 54%
Somewhat likely...................................................................................... 21
Not too likely ............................................................................................. 9
Not at all likely ........................................................................................ 10
(VOL) Don’t want to stay..............................................................................*
(VOL) Don’t know........................................................................................ 4
(VOL) Refused............................................................................................-I am going to ask some questions about living comfortably. For the purposes of this
survey, living comfortably means having the conveniences that allow you to meet your
needs.
6.

How likely do you think it is that you will need to make
changes to your home to be able to live there comfortably as you age? Very
likely, somewhat likely, not too likely, or not at all likely?
(IF NOT RENTING Q4 NE 1)

(n=1710)

Very likely ............................................................................................... 24%
Somewhat likely...................................................................................... 27
Not too likely ........................................................................................... 22
Not at all likely ........................................................................................ 24
(VOL) Don’t know........................................................................................ 2
(VOL) Refused.............................................................................................*

*<.5%
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7.

Have any of your
older relatives made any changes to their home to help them to live comfortably?
(IF PARENTS, STEPPARENTS OR PARENTS-IN-LAW STILL LIVING S6 NE 1)

(n=987)

Yes ......................................................................................................... 31%
No........................................................................................................... 66
(VOL) Don’t know........................................................................................ 3
(VOL) Refused.............................................................................................*
8.

Do any of your
older relatives who have not made changes to their home currently NEED to do
so in order to live comfortably?
(IF PARENTS, STEPPARENTS OR PARENTS-IN-LAW STILL LIVING S6 NE 1)

(n=987)

Yes ......................................................................................................... 15%
No........................................................................................................... 80
(VOL) Don’t know........................................................................................ 5
(VOL) Refused.............................................................................................*
9.

How much thought, if any, have you given (RANDOMIZE)? A great deal, some, a
little, or none?
(n=2001)

*<.5%

A Great
Deal Some

A
Little

None

DK

RF

a. to the home where you would
like to live in your later years

33%

28

14

24

1

*

b. to the community where you
would like to live in your later
years

33%

28

14

24

1

*

c. to the kinds of services you
might need to help you live
comfortably in your home
during your later years

23%

36

20

19

1

*
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10.

Now I am going to ask you some questions about different kinds of home
features. Please tell me how important you think each of these home features
will be to you in your later years, regardless of whether you have the feature.
(RANDOMIZE) (READ FOR FIRST THREE AND AS NEEDED: Very important, somewhat
important, not too important, or not at all important?) (REPEAT FULL QUESTION
HALFWAY THROUGH LIST.)
(BEFORE ACCEPTING “ALREADY HAVE/DOESN’T APPLY” READ:)

Some features that are
already in people’s homes will probably be important to them as they age, while
other features may not be important to them. Do you think this feature will be
important or not important to you in your later years? Is that very/somewhat OR
not too/not at all?
(n=2001)

RF

a. A home security system

28%

32

20

18

1

1

*

b. A full bath on the main level

73%

15

4

5

3

*

*

c. A bedroom on the main level

70%

17

5

6

2

*

*

d. A garage or covered parking

52%

24

11

10

2

*

*

e. Doorways that are wider than
standard for accessibility

30%

35

18

14

1

2

*

f. Bathroom aids, such as grab
bars or a stool for bathing

46%

33

10

9

1

1

*

g. Lever-handled doorknobs

21%

32

22

21

1

3

*

h. Non-slip floor surfaces

53%

27

10

9

1

1

*

A personal alert system that
allows people to call for help
in emergencies

45%

34

12

8

*

1

*

An entrance without steps

42%

35

12

10

1

1

*

k. Electrical outlets positioned
slightly higher than standard

16%

30

27

24

1

2

*

Electrical switches positioned
slightly lower than standard

14%

24

30

30

*

2

*

m. Easily usable climate controls
(thermostat)

50%

33

8

7

1

1

--

i.

j.

l.

*<.5%

Not at Already
Very Smwht Not too
Have/
all
Imptnt Imprtnt Imprtnt Imprtnt
NA
DK
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11.

Does your current home have:

(RANDOMIZE)? (REPEAT QUESTION HALFWAY THROUGH LIST.)

(n=2001)

Yes

No

NA

DK

RF

a. A home security system

28%

71

*

1

1

b. A full bath on the main level

85%

15

--

*

*

c. A bedroom on the main level

83%

16

*

*

*

d. A garage or covered parking

75%

25

--

*

*

e. Doorways that are wider than standard
for accessibility

30%

69

--

1

*

32%

68

*

*

*

g. Lever-handled doorknobs

27%

72

*

1

*

h. Non-slip floor surfaces

54%

44

*

2

*

A personal alert system that allows
people to call for help in emergencies

13%

86

*

*

*

An entrance without steps

37%

63

*

*

*

15%

82

*

2

*

14%

83

*

2

*

86%

13

*

*

*

f.

i.
j.

Bathroom aids, such as grab bars or a
stool for bathing

k. Electrical outlets positioned slightly
higher than standard
l.

Electrical switches positioned slightly
lower than standard

m. Easily usable climate controls
(thermostat)

*<.5%

90

12.

Now I am going to ask you about community characteristics. Please tell me how
important you think having each of these features located in your community will
be to you in your later years. (RANDOMIZE A-K, THEN RANDOMIZE L-N) (READ FOR FIRST
THREE AND AS NEEDED: Very important, somewhat important, not too important, or
not at all important?) (REPEAT FULL QUESTION HALFWAY THROUGH LIST.)
Some features that
communities already have will probably be important to people as they age, while
other features may not be important to them. Do you think this feature will be
important or not important to you in your later years? Is that very/somewhat OR
not too/not at all?
(BEFORE ACCEPTING “ALREADY HAVE/DOESN’T APPLY” READ:)

(n=2001)

RF

a. Your doctors’ offices

71%

21

4

2

1

*

*

b. A hospital

76%

18

3

2

1

*

*

c. A place where you can worship

64%

22

6

6

1

*

*

d. A library

40%

35

15

9

1

*

*

e. A center where older people
can socialize

39%

38

14

8

1

*

*

f. Restaurants

34%

43

15

7

1

*

*

g. Entertainment, such as
theaters and concerts

21%

41

23

14

1

*

*

h. A fitness center for exercising

26%

39

21

13

1

*

*

i.

A shopping center

49%

35

10

6

1

*

*

j.

Sidewalks

55%

23

10

10

1

1

*

88%

8

1

1

1

*

*

55%

28

10

6

1

*

*

m. A drug store within half a mile
of your home

50%

30

12

7

1

*

*

n. Walking or bike trails within half
a mile of your home

24%

34

22

19

1

*

*

k. Safe neighborhoods
l.

*<.5%

Not at Already
Very Smwht Not too
Have/
all
Imprtnt Imprtnt Imprtnt Imprtnt
NA
DK

A grocery store within half a
mile of your home
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13.

Does the community where you live have:

(RANDOMIZE A-K, THEN L-N)? (REPEAT

QUESTION HALFWAY THROUGH LIST.)

(n=2001)

Yes

No

NA

DK

RF

a. Your doctors’ offices

72%

27

--

*

*

b. A hospital

72%

28

--

*

*

c. A place where you can worship

94%

5

--

1

*

d. A library

85%

14

--

1

*

e. A center where older people can
socialize

73%

19

--

7

*

f. Restaurants

88%

11

--

*

*

g. Entertainment, such as theaters
and concerts

61%

38

--

1

*

h. A fitness center for exercising

71%

26

--

3

*

i.

A shopping center

75%

25

--

*

*

j.

Sidewalks

70%

30

--

*

*

92%

6

--

1

1

64%

36

--

*

*

m. A drug store within half a mile of
your home

59%

41

--

*

*

n. Walking or bike trails within half a
mile of your home

51%

46

--

3

*

k. Safe neighborhoods
l.

*<.5%

A grocery store within half a mile of
your home
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14.

How important do you think each of these community services will be to you in
your later years? (RANDOMIZE) (READ FOR FIRST THREE AND AS NEEDED: Very
important, somewhat important, not too important, or not at all important?)
(REPEAT FULL QUESTION HALFWAY THROUGH LIST.)

Some services that are
already available will probably be important to people as they age, while other
services may not be important to them. Do you think this service will be
important or not important to you in your later years? Is that very/somewhat OR
not too/not at all?
(BEFORE ACCEPTING “ALREADY HAVE/DOESN’T APPLY” READ:)

(n=2001)

*<.5%

Not at Already
all
Very Smwht Not too
Have/
Imprtnt Imprtnt Imprtnt Imprtnt
NA
DK

RF

a. Transportation services for
people who need door-to-door
transport

52%

30

9

8

1

1

--

b. Home delivered meals

34%

33

19

12

1

1

*

c. Nutrition programs in central
locations

24%

34

24

15

*

2

--

d. Accessible public
transportation, such as buses
or subways within walking
distance

38%

29

16

15

1

1

*

e. A light home repair service for
tasks such as changing the
furnace filter or putting in
storm windows

26%

34

22

16

*

1

*

f. An outdoor maintenance
service for lawn care,
shoveling snow, and so on

41%

33

13

11

*

1

*

g. A personal care service for
bathing or dressing

29%

35

19

14

*

2

*

h. A friendly visitor service

20%

40

23

15

*

2

*

i. A contractor service that
specializes in home
modifications for older people

25%

35

22

17

1

1

*

j. A health monitoring service
that checks in once or twice a
day to see if you are well

34%

36

18

11

*

1

*
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15.

Does the community where you live have: (RANDOMIZE)

(REPEAT QUESTION HALFWAY

THROUGH LIST.)

(n=2001)

No

NA

DK

RF

a. Transportation services for people
who need door-to-door transport

65%

25

*

9

*

b. Home delivered meals

68%

19

*

12

*

c. Nutrition programs in central locations

44%

32

1

23

*

d. Accessible public transportation, such
as buses or subways within walking
distance

45%

52

*

2

*

e. A light home repair service for tasks
such as changing the furnace filter or
putting in storm windows

34%

43

1

22

*

An outdoor maintenance service for
lawn care, shoveling snow, and so on

55%

35

*

10

--

g. A personal care service for bathing or
dressing

41%

34

1

24

--

h. A friendly visitor service

27%

42

1

30

--

A contractor service that specializes
in home modifications for older
people

29%

41

1

29

*

A health monitoring service that
checks in once or twice a day to see
if you are well

33%

40

1

27

*

f.

i.

j.

*<.5%

Yes

94

16.

Are you currently….
(n=2001)

Retired.................................................................................................... 43%
Employed full-time .................................................................................. 41
Employed part-time .................................................................................. 8
Unemployed or ......................................................................................... 8
(VOL) Don’t know....................................................................................... 1
(VOL) Refused.............................................................................................*
17.

I am going to read you some statements and I’d like you to tell me how optimistic
or pessimistic you are about each one. First, (RANDOMIZE) Are you very
optimistic, somewhat optimistic, neither optimistic nor pessimistic, somewhat
pessimistic, or very pessimistic about that?
(n=2001)

Very
Very
Somewhat
Somewhat
Optimistic Optimistic Neither Pessimistic Pessimistic DK

RF

a. That you will be in good
physical health in your later
years

31%

44

8

9

5

3

*

b. That you will have enough
money to pay for long-term
care, such as a nursing home
or home health care, should
you need it during your later
years

21%

32

10

18

15

4

1

c. That you will have enough
money to take care of your
basic expenses through the
rest of your life

31%

43

6

10

7

2

1

d. That you (IF Q16 NOT=4: will)
have enough money to do
what you want in your later
years

24%

44

8

13

9

2

1

e. That retirement (IF Q16 NOT=4:
will be / IF Q16=4: is) a very
satisfying period in your life

44%

32

8

8

5

3

1

f. That you will always be able to
drive (NEVER DRIVEN=2%)

25%

39

11

13

6

3

*

*<.5%
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18.

Now I am going to read you a short list of statements that some people agree
with and others disagree. As I read each one, please tell me if you strongly
agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree. (RANDOMIZE)
(ALTERNATELY READ...if you strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, somewhat
agree, or strongly agree) (REPEAT SCALE FOR FIRST THREE AND AS NEEDED.)
Strngly Smwht Smwht
Strngly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

DK

RF

a. I consider myself a planner

(n=2001)

49%

37

9

5

*

*

b. It is pointless to plan for my
future housing situation until
specific needs arise

(n=2001)

19%

25

22

33

1

*

11%

24

22

42

1

*

33%

35

16

15

1

*

50%

30

11

7

1

*

11%

23

26

37

3

*

27%

27

20

25

1

*

36%

38

14

8

3

*

6%

9

18

66

1

*

c. (IF S4=1 OR S5=1) I am counting
on my children to help take
care of me when I get older
(n=1661)
d. When I get older, I will be able
to rely on family or friends to
help me with tasks that will
allow me to stay in my home
(n=2001)
e. (IF S4=1 OR S5=1) It is important
to me to live near my children
or grandchildren in my later
years
(n=1661)
f. I like to avoid thinking about
getting older, even if it means
delaying planning for my later
years
(n=2001)
g. I can be happy living in almost
any kind of house or
apartment
(n=2001)
h. I feel knowledgeable about
options for housing as I get
older, including their costs
(n=2001)
i.

I feel isolated from other
people in my current living
situation

*<.5%

(n=2001)
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19.

(IF OWN HOME Q4=2)

Are you considering buying a new home within the next five

years?
(n=1664)

Yes ......................................................................................................... 12%
No (SKIP TO TEXT BEFORE D1)...................................................................... 86
(VOL) Don’t know (SKIP TO TEXT BEFORE D1) .................................................. 2
(VOL) Refused (SKIP TO TEXT BEFORE D1) ........................................................*
20.

I’m going to read some reasons why people may buy a new home. For each, tell
me the degree to which that is a reason why you may do so. (RANDOMIZE) (READ
FOR FIRST THREE AND AS NEEDED: Is that a major reason, minor reason, or not a
reason why you may sell your home?)
(n=195)

Major Minor
Not a
Reason Reason Reason

DK

RF

a. A smaller home

29%

15

56

1

--

b. A home that reduces or eliminates
yard work

25%

28

46

--

*

c. A house that costs less

22%

18

59

--

*

d. A house that allows you to live
entirely on the main level

46%

17

37

--

*

e. To be in a comfortable community

46%

21

32

--

*

We are almost finished. My final questions are for classification purposes only. I want
to again reassure you that your responses to these will be kept entirely confidential.
D1.

The first few are about your health. Would you say your health in general is
excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor?
(n=2001)

Excellent ................................................................................................. 25%
Very good ............................................................................................... 36
Good....................................................................................................... 22
Fair ......................................................................................................... 12
Poor.......................................................................................................... 4
(VOL) Don’t know.........................................................................................*
(VOL) Refused.............................................................................................*
D2.

Do you use any of the following aids to get around? How about . . . (READ LIST)?
(ACCEPT MULTIPLE RESPONSE.)

(n=2001)

A cane, crutch, or walker .......................................................................... 7%
A wheelchair ............................................................................................. 2
An electric scooter .................................................................................... 1
(VOL) None of these ................................................................................. 92
(VOL) Don’t know........................................................................................-(VOL) Refused.............................................................................................*

*<.5%
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D3.

(IF DRIVEN IN PAST Q17f NE 8)

Have you driven a car or other motor vehicle in the last

month?
(n=1951)

Yes ......................................................................................................... 93%
No............................................................................................................. 6
(VOL) Don’t know........................................................................................-(VOL) Refused.............................................................................................*
D4.

In what year were you born? (converted to age)
(n=2001)

45-49 ...................................................................................................... 20%
50-54 ...................................................................................................... 18
55-59 ...................................................................................................... 14
60-64 ...................................................................................................... 11
65-69 ...................................................................................................... 10
70-74 ........................................................................................................ 9
75-79 ........................................................................................................ 7
80-84 ........................................................................................................ 5
85+ ......................................................................................................... 4
(VOL) Refused............................................................................................ 2
Median.................................................................................................... 59 years
D5.

How many people, including yourself, live in your current household?
(n=2001)

One ....................................................................................................... 27%
Two ....................................................................................................... 46
Three ...................................................................................................... 13
Four or more........................................................................................... 13
(VOL) Refused............................................................................................ 1
D6.

(IF D5>=2)

Who else lives with you?

DO NOT READ LIST. CHECK ALL THAT APPLY. (PROBE:

Anyone else?)
(n=1451)

Spouse ................................................................................................... 80%
Child/ren or Stepchild/ren ....................................................................... 33%
Non-relatives ............................................................................................ 5%
Grandchild/ren .......................................................................................... 5%
Parent/s or spouse’s parent/s ................................................................... 4%
Other relatives .......................................................................................... 4%
(VOL) Don’t know.........................................................................................*
(VOL) Refused............................................................................................ 2%

*<.5%
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D7.

Are you, or is anyone else in your household, a member of AARP?
(n=2001)

Yes ......................................................................................................... 48%
No........................................................................................................... 51
(VOL) Don’t know........................................................................................ 1
(VOL) Refused.............................................................................................*
D8.

What is the highest level of education you have completed?
(n=2001)

Some high school or less ......................................................................... 9%
High school graduate or equivalent ........................................................ 27
Some college or technical training beyond high school .......................... 29
College graduate (4 years) ..................................................................... 19
Post-graduate or professional degree .................................................... 16
(VOL) Don’t know........................................................................................-(VOL) Refused............................................................................................ 1
D9.

Are you of Hispanic, Spanish, or Latino origin or descent?
(n=2001)

Yes ........................................................................................................... 4%
No........................................................................................................... 95
(VOL) Don’t know.........................................................................................*
(VOL) Refused............................................................................................ 1
D10. What is your race?

(READ 1-4)

(n=2001)

White or Caucasian ................................................................................ 89%
Black or African American ........................................................................ 6
Asian or Pacific Islander ........................................................................... 1
American Indian or Alaskan Native........................................................... 1
(VOL) Don’t know........................................................................................ 1
(VOL) Refused............................................................................................ 2

*<.5%
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D11. Finally, just for statistical purposes, please tell me is your current annual
HOUSEHOLD income, before taxes...
(n=2001)

Less than $20,000............................................................................. 16%
$20,000 to less than $30,000 ($29,999) .............................................. 10
$30,000 to less than $40,000 ($39,999) .............................................. 10
$40,000 to less than $50,000 ($49,999) ................................................ 7
$50,000 to less than $60,000 ($59,999) ................................................ 7
$60,000 to less than $70,000 ($69,999) ................................................ 8
$70,000 or more................................................................................ 23
(VOL) Don’t know .................................................................................. 6
(VOL) Refused..................................................................................... 13
Thank you so much for participating in this study. Those are all my questions.
Your responses have been very helpful.
(END)

D11. GENDER
(n=2001)

Male .................................................................................................. 46%
Female .............................................................................................. 54

*<.5%
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APPENDIX D: ADVANCED HIGHLIGHTS

These Four Walls . . . Americans 45+ Talk About
Home and Community

Advanced Highlights
April 29, 2003

©Copyright AARP, April 2003

Introduction
The purpose of this study is to examine people’s expectations regarding their home, the
community in which they live, and the services that are available in their community that
could help them remain independent, comfortable, and safe as they grow older.1
These highlights reflect the thoughts and opinions of Americans age 50 and over.
•

Homeownership: More than four in five (84%) people age 50+ say they own their
own home.

•

Type of Residence: Among people 50+ who say they are homeowners, 87
percent say they live in single-family dwellings, three percent say they live in
multi-unit buildings, five percent say they live in a semi-detached home, and six
percent live in a mobile home.

•

Considering a New Home? Only about one in ten (9%) people age 50+ say they
are considering buying a new home in the next five years regardless of whether
they are owners or renters at the current time.

•

Who are potential buyers? Potential buyers in this age category are more likely
to be between the ages of 50-64 rather than 65+. People who are age 65+ are
significantly more likely than those 50-64 years (94% vs. 84%) to say they are not
considering buying a new home in the next five years.

•

What do 50+ buyers want? Among the small proportion of home owners age 50+
who say they are considering buying a new house in the next five years:
o
o
o
o
o

Half (52%) want a house that allows them to live entirely on the main level
Half (50%) want to be in a comfortable community
More than a third (37%) want a smaller home
Three in ten (29%) want a home that reduces/eliminates yard work
One quarter (24%) want a house that costs less

1

The highlights reported in this document represent a sub-set of information from a larger study entitled:
These Four Walls . . . Americans 45+ Talk about Home and Community. The findings are based on the
results of a national RDD telephone survey of Americans age 45+ conducted by Mathew Greenwald &
Associated, Inc., on behalf of AARP. The data have been weighted by age and gender to reflect the
population of Americans age 45+. For additional information about this document, or the larger study,
contact Dr. Linda L. Barrett, Senior Research Advisor, AARP, and (202-434-6197).
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Likelihood of aging in place: One of the most consistent findings over the past few years
is that people want to stay in their own homes as they age.2 In the current study, we
found that almost four in five (79%) people age 50+ think it is very or somewhat likely
they will be able to stay in their home for the rest of their lives. People who are age 65+
are slightly more likely to say they think it is very or somewhat likely they will be able to
stay in their home for the rest of their lives than are people between the ages of 50-64
(82% vs. 76%).
Because we know that most people want to stay in their own homes as they get older, we
are interested in knowing what home features, community characteristics, and community
services Americans 50+ consider important and have available to them to help achieve
their goal.
Home features
We asked Americans age 50+ to tell us how important they think each of several home
features will be to them in their later years, regardless of whether they have these features
or not. The items identified by people 50+ are consistent with features that enhance one's
ability to age in place. The top six features rated as very or somewhat important are (see
Table 1):
•
•
•
•
•
•

A full bath on the main level (88%)
A bedroom on the main level (86%)
Easily usable climate control (thermostat) (83%)
Non-slip floors (80%)
Bathroom aides, such as grab bars or a stool for bathing (79%)
A personal alert system (79%)

People who are 50 – 64 years old are significantly more likely than those 65+ to say five
items will be very or somewhat important to them in their later years:
•
•
•
•
•

2

A garage or covered parking (79% vs. 68%)
Doorways that are wider than standard for accessibility (70% vs. 59%)
Lever-handled door knobs (58% vs. 47%)
A personal alert system (82% vs. 76%)
An entrance with no steps (79% vs. 73%)

Fixing to Stay: A National Survey of Housing and Home Modification Issues, AARP, May 2000.
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Table 1.
The Home:
Percentage of People Age 50+ that say each item
is Very or Somewhat Important to them in their Later Years
(n = 1555)

A home security system
A full bath on the main level
A bedroom on the main level
A garage or covered parking
Doorways that are wider than
standard for accessibility
Bathroom aids, such as grab bars or
a stool for bathing
Lever-handled door knobs
Non-slip floor surfaces
A personal alert system that allows
people to call for help in
emergencies
An entrance without steps
Electrical outlets positioned
slightly higher than standard
Electrical switches positioned
slightly lower than standard
Easily usable climate controls
(thermostat)

50 – 64
Years
62
89
87
79
70

65+ Years
57
86
85
68
59

Total 50+
Years
60
88
86
74
65

80

77

79

58
81
82

47
79
76

53
80
79

79
45

73
46

76
46

39

37

38

85

82

83

Source: These Four Walls . . . , AARP, May 2003.
Q 10. Please tell me how important you think each of these home features will be to you
in your later years, regardless of whether you have the feature.
Bolded numbers indicate a significant difference between age groups at the .05 level.
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We also asked people age 50+ whether or not they currently have these housing features
in their home (see Table 2):
•
•
•
•

More than eight in ten people say they have a full bath (87%) and a bedroom
(85%) on the main level3
More than eight in ten people say they have easily usable climate controls (87%)
Three in four people say they have a garage or covered parking (75%)
More than half the people say they have non-slip floors (57%)

When we look at housing features people say they have by age sub-groups, we find that
people age 65+ are significantly more likely than people 50-64 years to say they have
four of the six key home features identified by the 50+ population as somewhat or very
important:
•
•
•
•

A full bath on the main level (92% vs. 82%)
A bedroom on the main level (90% vs. 80%)
Bathroom aides (46% vs. 25%)
Non-slip floor surfaces (63% vs. 51%)

This suggests that people age 65+ may be better prepared to age in place than their
younger counterparts.

3

Results for people who live in single-family detached homes (n = 1236) show that 86% say they have a
full bath on the main level, 84% say they have a bedroom on the main level, and 36% say they have an
entrance without steps.
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Table 2.
Proportion of 50+ Population Who Say They Have These Home Features
(n = 1555)

A home security system
A full bath on the main level
A bedroom on the main level
A garage or covered parking
Doorways that are wider than
standard for accessibility
Bathroom aids, such as grab bars or
a stool for bathing
Lever-handled door knobs
Non-slip floor surfaces
A personal alert system that allows
people to call for helping
emergencies
An entrance without steps
Electrical outlets positioned
slightly higher than standard
Electrical switches positioned
slightly lower than standard
Easily usable climate controls
(thermostat)

50 – 64
Years
28
82
80
74
31

65+
Years
26
92
90
77
31

Total 50+
Years
27
87
85
75
31

25

46

35

28
51
10

26
63
19

27
57
14

36
14

39
17

37
16

13

17

15

86

88

87

Source: These Four Walls . . . , AARP, May 2003.
Bolded numbers indicate a significant difference between age groups at the .05 level.
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Gap Analysis for Top Rated Home Features
It is instructive to look at the percent of people 50+ who say a feature is very or somewhat
important and subtract the percent that say they currently have the feature to determine
where the “gaps” are between perceived importance and current availability.
Figure 1.
Gap Analysis of Top-Rated Home Features
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Base: All respondents age 50+ (1555)
Source: These Four Walls . . . , AARP, May 2003.
There do not appear to be any large gaps for four items: easy to use climate controls, a
garage or covered parking, a full-bath and bedroom on the main level of the home. This
suggests that the demand for these features just about meets the current supply.
However, there are large gaps in supply for the remaining items. This suggests some
people perceive these features to be important even though they do not currently have
them.
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Community Characteristics
We asked people to tell us how important they think having several community
characteristics will be to them in their later years. The top community characteristics
rated as somewhat or very important among people age 50 + are:
•
•
•
•
•

Safe neighborhoods (96%)
A hospital (94%)
Your doctor’s office (92%)
Place where you can worship (87%)
A grocery store within one half mile (83%)

People who are 50-64 years old are significantly more likely than those 65+ to say six
items are somewhat or very important to them. These items are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A library (77% vs. 70%)
A center where older people can socialize (80% vs. 71%)
Restaurants (81% vs. 71%)
Entertainment, such as theaters and concerts (67% vs. 50%)
A fitness center for exercising (69% vs. 56%)
Walking or bike trails within half a mile of your home (63% vs. 47%)

These ratings may reflect the fact that people 50-64 years may be more active in their
community and more active in social activities than their older counterparts.
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Table 3.
The Community:
Proportion of 50+ Population that Rated Each Characteristic
As Very Or Somewhat Important to them in their Later Years
(n = 1555)

Your doctor’s offices
A hospital
A place where you can worship
A library
A center where older people can
socialize
Restaurants
Entertainment, such as theaters and
concerts
A fitness center for exercising
A shopping center
Sidewalks
Safe neighborhoods
A grocery store within half a mile
of your home
A drug store within half a mile of
your home
Walking or bike trails within half a
mile of your home

50-64
Years
92
94
88
77
80

65+
Years
91
94
85
70
71

Total 50+
Years
92
94
87
74
76

81
67

71
50

76
59

69
84
79
96
85

56
82
75
97
80

63
83
77
96
83

82

77

80

63

47

56

Source: These Four Walls . . . , AARP, May 2003.
Q 12. Please tell me how important you think having each of these features located I
your community will be to you in your later year.
Bolded numbers indicate a significant difference between age groups at the .05 level.
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We also asked people 50+ whether or not their community currently has these
characteristics. We find that:
•
•
•
•

Almost all say their community has a place where they can worship
Almost all say they have safe neighborhoods
More than four in five say their community has restaurants and a library
Almost three in four say their doctor’s office is in their community

People age 50-64 are more likely than those 65+ to say their community has three of the
six characteristics they identified as somewhat or very important. These include having a
library, restaurants, entertainment, and a fitness center for exercising (See Table 4).
Table 4.
Proportion of 50+ Population Who Say They Have These Community
Characteristics
(n = 1555)

Your doctor’s offices
A hospital
A place where you can worship
A library
A center where older people can
socialize
Restaurants
Entertainment, such as theaters and
concerts
A fitness center for exercising
A shopping center
Sidewalks
Safe neighborhoods
A grocery store within half a mile
of your home
A drug store within half a mile of
your home
Walking or bike trails within half a
mile of your home

50-64
Years
73
73
95
87
73

65+
Years
70
71
94
82
77

Total 50+
Years
72
72
94
85
75

91
63

84
56

88
60

74
76
70
92
65

66
73
68
94
65

70
74
69
92
65

59

60

59

52

48

50

Source: These Four Walls . . . , AARP, May 2003.
Q 13. Does the community where you live have:
Bolded numbers indicate a significant difference between age groups at the .05 level.
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Community Characteristics Gap Analysis
As noted earlier, a gap analysis subtracts the proportion of people who say they have a
characteristic from the proportion who think a characteristic is very or somewhat
important. Therefore, this analysis reveals where the demand for a characteristics is or is
not being met by the current supply of the characteristic.
Figure 2.
Gap Analysis of Top-Rated Community Characteristics
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Base: All respondents age 50+ (1555)
Source: These Four Walls . . . , AARP, May 2003.
There appear to be more libraries, shopping centers, places of worship and fitness centers
available than people think are very or somewhat important.
On the other hand there is a perceived need for hospitals, doctors, drug and grocery stores
in local neighborhoods.
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Community Services
The third area we examined concerns the perceived importance and availability of
community services. The top three services rated as very or somewhat important by the
50+ population are:
•
•
•

Transportation services for people who need door-to-door transportation (81%)
Outdoor maintenance service for lawn care, shoveling snow, and so on (73%)
A health monitoring service that checks in once or twice a day to see if you are
well (70%)

People 50-64 years are significantly more likely to say five services are very or somewhat
important compared to their older counter parts. These community services are:
•
•
•
•
•

Transportation services for people who need door-to-door transport (84% vs.
77%)
Accessible public transportation, such as buses, or subways within walking
distance (70% vs. 62%)
Light home repair service for tasks such as changing the furnace filter or putting
in storm windows (63% vs. 56%)
An outdoor maintenance service, for lawn care, shoveling snow, and so on (76%
vs. 69%)
A contractor service that specializes in home modifications for older people (63%
vs. 53%)
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Table 5.
Community Services:
Proportion of 50+ Population that Rated Each Community Service as
Very or Somewhat Important to the in their Later Yeas
(n = 1555)

Transportation services for people
who need door-to-door transport
Home delivered meals
Nutrition programs in central
locations
Accessible public transportation,
such as buses or subways within
walking distance
A light home repair service for
tasks such as changing the furnace
filter or putting in storm windows
An outdoor maintenance service
for lawn care, shoveling snow, and
so on
A personal care service for bathing
or dressing
A friendly visitor service
A contractor service that
specializes in home modifications
for older people
A health monitoring service that
checks in once or twice a day to see
if you are well

50-64
Years
84

65+
Years
77

Total 50+
Years
81

67
61

65
54

66
58

70

62

67

63

56

60

76

69

73

65

65

65

61
63

59
53

60
58

71

69

70

Source: These Four Walls . . . , AARP, May 2003.
Q 14. How important do you think each of these community services will be to you in
your later years?
Bolded numbers indicate a significant difference between age groups at the .05 level.
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We asked the 50+ population whether their community offered these services and found:
•
•

Approximately two in three people 50+ say their community currently offers
home delivered meals and transportation services for people who need door-todoor transportation
Approximately half say their community has an outdoor maintenance system

It is important to note that there are no significant differences by age, but that a
substantial proportion of people say they do not know whether or not their community
offers these services.
Table 6.
Proportion of 50+ Population Who Says They Have These
Community Services
(n = 1555)

Transportation services for people
who need door-to-door transport
Home delivered meals
Nutrition programs in central
locations
Accessible public transportation,
such as buses or subways within
walking distance
A light home repair service for
tasks such as changing the furnace
filter or putting in storm windows
An outdoor maintenance service
for lawn care, shoveling snow, and
so on
A personal care service for bathing
or dressing
A friendly visitor service
A contractor service that
specializes in home modifications
for older people
A health monitoring service that
checks in once or twice a day to see
if you are well

50-64
Years
66

65+
Years
63

Total 50+
Years
65

50+ Don’t
Know
9

70
46

67
43

69
45

11
23

46

45

45

2

31

35

33

21

55

52

54

9

43

40

42

23

29
29

27
28

28
29

29
28

34

29

32

26

Source: These Four Walls . . . , AARP, May 2003.
Q 15. Does the community where you live have:
Bolded numbers indicate a significant difference between age groups at the .05 level.
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Community Service Gap Analysis
Once again, we are going to look at the difference between how important people 50+
perceive certain community services to be and whether or not they think they are
available in their community.
Figure 3.
Gap Analysis of Top-Rated Community services
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Source: These Four Walls . . . , AARP, May 2003.
While there appears to be a perceived need for more community services, it is interesting
to note that this is the only question in this set that generated a substantial number of
don’t know responses. Clearly this is an area that people do not know as much about as
some other areas.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Since most older adults want to age in place, it is encouraging that large proportions of
the 50+ population recognize the importance of key home features, community
characteristics, and community services that can maximize their comfort and safety in
their later years.
Nonetheless, we have identified important gaps between factors perceived to be
important and the current availability of these factors. For example when we look at the
home, our gap analysis identified several items that could be added to people's existing
home relatively easily (lever door handles, repositioned outlets and switches, home and
personal security systems). These items could be prioritized based on an
individual/families needs and installed at an appropriate time.
Community characteristics may be more difficult to change than home features.
Furthermore, it is not feasible to have a hospital, doctor's offices, drug stores and grocery
stores in every neighborhood. Therefore it is important to have user-friendly public and
private transportation systems available in our communities for the 50+ population to
help them gain access to nearby facilities.
Finally, it is important to market information to the 50+ population about services in their
community so that if, or when, the need arises they know where to turn for help.
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